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ABSTRACT 
ENHANCED ANISOTROPIC BOUNDING SURFACE MODEL: 
IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION OF EXCAVATION IN 
SOFT COHESIVE SOILS 
Ching Hung 
 This dissertation describes the application of an enhanced anisotropic bounding 
surface model with non-associative flow rule, based on the anisotropic critical state 
theory and bounding surface plasticity. The model has exhibited a great potential to 
realistically simulate the mechanical behavior of cohesive soils, in non-linear finite 
element method associated with the coupling analysis for simulating deep excavation 
induced ground deformations. 
The first phase of this research illustrates efforts in integrating the enhanced 
anisotropic bounding surface model into finite element analysis (FEA) software. The 
implementations are validated against undrained isotropic and anisotropic triaxial test 
results for various types of cohesive soils, including those with strain softening behavior. 
The capability and limitation of the bounding surface models are assessed, and it is 
confirmed that complex soil behavior, such as the effects of stress anisotropy and over-
consolidation nature, can practically be simulated using such bounding surface models 
integrated in FEA, especially for normally and overly consolidated Kaolin and Taipei 
silty clay specimens. 
 Phase two presents the application of bounding surface models for the finite 
element deep excavation analyses. The simulations are evaluated through comparison 
with field measurements in Taipei City (TNEC and WTC sites) and Boston City (Post 
Office Square site). The case studies have demonstrated satisfactory agreement between 
the simulations and field measurements, especially for the TNEC and Post Office Square 
sites, while there is a less satisfactory agreement for the WTC site. Similar results are 
obtained for the different versions of bounding surface model, except that the isotropic 
version of the model tended to under-estimate the lateral deformation. The importance of 
adopting anisotropic hardening rules and a bounding surface in simulating for a more 
realistic ground response has been established due to the better simulation capability of 
the enhanced bounding surface model than that of some other bounding surface models. 
In addition, the difference in results between the non-associative and associative versions 
of bounding surface model was found to be rather negligible in the case of finite element 
analysis of deep excavation involved with collapse.  
 The enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model has demonstrated its potential, 
together with FEA, in engineering applications for practically describing the ground 
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1.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 The enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model with non-associative flow rule 
(Ling et al., 2002; Jiang et al., 2012) has prove its potential to realistically describe the 
behavior of different types of cohesive soils, whether strain hardening or strain softening, 
under general stress paths and under drained and undrained conditions. The general stress 
paths here may refer to triaxial, plane strain, true triaxial, torsional shear, monotonic or 
cyclic loading conditions, with varying overconsolidation ratios. 
 This study was motivated by: 1) the development of the enhanced anisotropic 
bounding surface model with non-associative flow rule, 2) the successful calibrations of 
such model for various types of cohesive soils, 3) the further application of the enhanced 
model in finite element boundary value problems, 4) the rapid development of Taipei city 
as well as its demand for a more realistic simulation/prediction of the deep excavation 
induced ground responses, among others. Consequently, the main objective of this study 
is to integrate this enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model with non-associative 
flow rule into a finite element computer program, to validate it, and to apply it for 
analyzing the non-linear physical behavior of deep excavations of several excavation 
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sites. The simulating capabilities of different versions of constitutive soil model are also 
compared. 
 
1.2  SCOPE OF STUDY 
 The scope of work of this dissertation includes the following: 
     a) To conduct a brief review of some aspects of design and construction 
affecting the performance of deep excavations. To briefly describe the general framework 
of the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model with non-associative flow rule for 
cohesive soil modeling, along with critical state theory and bounding surface plasticity.  
     b) To utilize the feature of user-defined soil models in a finite element program 
for implementing the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model (Ling et al., 2002; 
Jiang et al., 2012) and the isotropic bounding surface model (Kaliakin and Dafalias, 
1985), and to validate the implementation against the results of undrained isotropic and 
anisotropic triaxial test results. 
     c) To apply the enhanced anisotropic and isotropic versions of the bounding 
surface model for analyzing boundary value problems. Consequently, the implemented 




     d) From the view point of associative versus non-associative flow formulation, 
as well as to substantiate the application of the enhanced bounding surface models, two 
additional sites which involved collapse were analyzed. 
 
1.3 STRUCTURE OF DISSERTATION 
 The dissertation contains a total of 6 chapters, organized as follows: 
 Chapter 1 establishes the research objectives and scope of work in this study. The 
outline of this dissertation is presented in this chapter. 
 Chapter 2 gives a brief summary of aspects of design and construction concerning 
the performance of deep excavation behavior. Some analytical and numerical aspects of 
finite element analyses of deep excavation are also included. 
 Chapter 3 summarizes the anisotropic bounding surface model with associative 
and non-associative flow rules (Ling et al., 2002; Jiang and Ling, 2010; Jiang et al., 2012), 
as well as the isotropic (Kaliakin and Dafalias, 1990) version of the bounding surface 
model. This chapter also reviews and describes the important theories and frameworks of 
constitutive law or modeling of cohesive soils (i.e., the critical state theory, general 
framework for bounding surface model, and the isotropic and anisotropic versions of 
bounding surface model). The programming procedure, conducted in the FORTRAN 
environment for implementation, is briefly presented. The proper implementation of the 
isotropic version of the bounding surface model is validated against the undrained 
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isotropic triaxial test results of several cohesive soils under compression and extension 
shearing modes. Following the validation of the isotropic version of the bounding surface 
model, the proper implementation of the enhanced anisotropic version of the the model is 
also validated against undrained isotropic and anisotropic triaxial test results under 
compression and extension shearing modes. 
 The application of the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model to boundary 
value problems is presented in Chapter 4. The particular boundary value problems 
analyzed here are deep excavations. They include the Taipei National Enterprise Center 
(TNEC), the Convention Center at the Taipei World Trade Center (WTC) Complex, and 
the Garage at Boston Post Office Square. The numerical results using different versions 
of advanced constitutive models are presented and compared. 
 In addition to the above sites, two more excavation sites in Taiwan that involved 
collapse are presented in Chapter 5. The two sites analyzed here are the Taipei Shilin Li-
Ba Bailaohui and the Beitou Shipai Zi-Qiang Street, both in the Taipei basin, Taiwan. 
The numerical results of both wall deflection and ground settlement are simulated and 
discussed along with the mechanism of collapse. 





PERFORMANCE OF DEEP EXCAVATIONS 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 Populations in developing metropolitan areas have been growing explosively with 
an increasing number of people moving away from suburbia to major areas, as a result of 
fast economic growth and centralized resource allocation, etc. For instance, the Taipei 
metropolitan area has continuously undergone rapid economic growth over the last few 
decades. In the current age, more than half the world’s population lives in urban areas. 
The demand for creating space on a limited amount of land and expansion of the 
infrastructure has become indisputable, and constitutes a world-wide phenomenon. While 
there are several ways to accommodate the rapid development and continuous demand 
for new space, the most effective way would be to either directly build taller structures or 
deeper basement rooms (e.g., high-rise towers for residential use, underground space for 
use of mass rapid transit systems, etc). 
A large amount of the new spaces created for heavily urbanized areas are mostly 
underground. Given that underground space can provide more area without claiming 
limited space on the surface, the usefulness of underground spaces has been widely 
acknowledged. It is cost-effective and is perceived to be a logical extension of demand 
for additional space. For another example, the recent period of sustained economic 
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growth in the Boston area has also led to an increase in the use of underground space for 
infrastructure, utilities, and services.  Underground works and construction are referred to 
in this thesis as "excavations". An excavation in soil exceeding 4.5 m in depth is often 
referred to as "deep excavation" (www.deepexcavation.com).  
Deep excavation has been one of the most popular civil engineering activities. 
The number of deep excavations in metropolitan areas is increasing every year; 
consequently, many engineers have been studying the design and methodology of deep 
excavations (e.g., Peck, 1969; Lambe, 1970; Clough and O'Rourke, 1990; Ou et al., 1993, 
among others). Note that deep excavations have always been a technically challenging 
construction problem since its geotechnical implication is associated with many issues 
including, but not limited to, site stratigraphy characterizations, supporting systems, 
preconstruction surveys of adjacent buildings, unforeseen natural events, etc. The 
following general considerations should be included in proposing a deep excavation: 
(a)  Details of method for ground protection treatment and dewatering. 
(b)  Survey of existing site condition. 
 Accurate level survey. 
 Geotechnical survey. 
 Ground and surface water information. 
 Record/report of the surrounding facilities and structures. 
(c)  Detailed design or construction proposal regarding: 
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 Site/soil investigation report and geotechnical assumptions. 
 Details of excavation/protection works. 
 Sequence and method of works. 
 Monitoring proposal (instrumentation). 
 Other information or specifications that are deemed necessary. 
 
 Although advanced excavation technologies have been effectively designed to 
mitigate ground movements due to deep excavations, it is still difficult to control the 
ground movements in deep excavations where walls are embedded in complex soil 
deposits. These have made excavations formidable and hazardous construction activities 
(United States Dept. of Labor). Also, for excavation sites involved with a thick clay or 
soft soil layer, the maximum lateral wall deflection often takes place below the 
excavation level. 
 There are no simple methods for analyzing ground movements associated with 
deep excavation activities. Consequently, studies of deep excavations have been based 
either on empirical observations, or on finite element simulations. Fortunately, much 
progress has taken place in the past few decades (e.g., Christian and Wong, 1973; Osaimi 
and Clough, 1979; Yong et al., 1989; Finno et al., 1991; Whittle et al. 1993; Ou and Lai, 
1994; Ou et al. 1998; Finno et al. 2002; Kung 2010, among others), motivated by the 
development of faster computational resources, improved numerical methods, and 
advanced constitutive models, for solving boundary value problems in engineering design. 
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As a result, the analysis of boundary value deep excavation problems considering 
anisotropic, non-linear, and stress path dependent behavior of soils has been made 
possible. A specific example of this is the implementation of the advanced anisotropic 
elasto-plastic bounding surface model with non-associative flow rule into a commercial 
finite element computer program will be described in Chapter 3.   
 Due to its practical importance, the analysis of limit equilibrium analysis has been 
a popular method for solving various soil stability problems. One of the prominent 
features of the limit equilibrium method is that the input soil parameters, usually based on 
a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, could be straightforward. However, in return, this 
method neglects the soil stress-strain relationship, which is considered as one of the 
major weaknesses of this method. Whitman and Bailey (1967), Duncan and Wright 
(1980), and Nash (1987), among others, demonstrated the power and simplicity of 
applying limit equilibrium analysis. They also found that methods that satisfy the 
conditions of global equilibrium would give similar results. Based on the investigated 
results, Hashash and Whittle (1996) indicated that limit equilibrium methods 
overestimate the stable depth in excavations due to the lack of account for strength 
anisotropy as well as the increase of strength with depth. 
 In addition, given that much experience has been attained during the past decades 
concerning the behavior of deep excavations in soils, this chapter briefly presents an 
overview of lessons learned from previous deep excavations. Note that the discussions 
and overviews that are presented here should be considered as a preliminary work for the 
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purpose of applying enhanced anisotropic bounding surface models for deep excavation 
problems (as will be presented in Chapters 4 and 5). 
 
2.2 SOME ASPECTS OF DEEP EXCAVATIONS 
 In general, a satisfactory performance of deep excavations is one where the 
construction site does not fail, and where the ground surface behind the wall does not 
settle uncontrollably to cause damage to adjacent structures and utilities. Therefore, the 
performance of deep excavations is often based on stabilities of the supporting system 
and the ground deformations around the excavation, with the primary aim of providing 
lateral support for the soil in limiting the wall movements and ground surface settlements. 
 To describe some significant aspects concerning the behavior of deep excavations 
in soils, this section has been divided into three sub-sections. The first sub-section is 
focused on the review of deep excavation behavior; the second sub-section is focused on 
the review of analytical investigations of deep excavations, and the third sub-section is 
focused on the review of numerical aspects of finite element excavation analysis. Note 
that the various factors affecting the performance of deep excavations is highly complex 





2.2.1 DEEP EXCAVATIONS 
Since the 1960s, the performance of deep excavations has been extensively 
studied (e.g., Peck, 1969; Lambe, 1970; Goldberg et al., 1976; O'Rourke, 1981; Clough 
and O'Rourke, 1990; Ou et al., 1993; Bentler, 1998, among others). Some of the 
important factors affecting the performance of deep excavations are presented in this 
section. To investigate the shape of ground deformations, several characteristics of 
ground movement are also described in this section. 
 
SOIL TYPE 
Given that the performance of deep excavations is directly affected by the 
interaction between the soil and the lateral support system, it is reasonable to consider 
soil type as a dominant factor related to ground deformation under deep excavation. Peck 
(1969) showed a summary of settlements adjacent to open cuts in various types of soil, 
see Figure 2.1.  
Goldberg et al. (1976) indicated that the lateral wall movements for excavations 
in soft soils averaged about 1 percent of the excavation depth, while the lateral wall 
movements are generally less than 0.4 percent of the excavation depth for excavation in 
sand or stiff clay. Accordingly, ground surface settlements and lateral wall movements 
could be significantly affected by various types of soil (e.g., fill, sand, silt, till, clay, and 
rock). The papers by Goldberg et al. (1976) and Clough and O'Rourke (1990) have also 
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shown the effect of soil type on settlement patterns in close proximity to excavations. 
Figure 2.2 shows a dimensionless settlement profile recommended by Clough and 
O'Rourke (1990). 
 
EXCAVATION DEWATERING    
 Dewatering for construction purposes could cause significant settlement of the 
surrounding excavation in several ways: 1) It can cause loss in silt or sand particles due to 
dewatering devices, or 2) It can lead to changes in stress and cause the soil grains to 
rearrange into a denser configuration with a consequent decrease in volume and ground 
settlement. Peck (1969), Lambe (1970), Goldberg et al (1976), and O'Rourke (1981) 
observed that the results of dewatering in excavations can have a significant effect on 
ground surface settlement adjacent to the excavations. 
 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 
 Peck (1969) emphasized the importance of the effect of craftsmanship on deep 
excavation induced ground surface settlements adjacent to open cuts in various types of 
soils. According to Peck's observation, poor craftsmanship could contribute to significant 
ground movements. A glaring list of poor craftsmanship may include: insufficient 
supervision, sloppy construction of supports, overtime work, late attendance, etc. It is 
also reasonable to interpret that the lack of sufficient excavation experience could be a 
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significant issue in the stability and deformation of deep excavations. Note that the 
factors of craftsmanship are still difficult to be incorporated into deep excavations to 
account for the performance in reality. 
 
CONSTRUCTION DETAIL AND TECHNIQUE 
Some details of excavation activities might seem inconsequential from the point 
of view of deep excavation performance, but they can be most important. By considering 
different construction details, Peck (1969) showed that the techniques for placing lagging 
in solders pile and lagging walls could be an important factor in the performance of deep 
excavations. It is also reasonable to interpret that the performance of deep excavations 
can be attributed to the techniques used to deal with difficult soil conditions. 
 
TEMPERATURE CHANGE 
 Goldberg et al. (1976) observed that changes in temperature could generate 
certain stresses or strains in structures, and should be considered as a design factor. 
Whittle et al. (1993) showed that the thermal expansion of structural floors from February 
to July, in Boston, caused the upper part of the diaphragm walls to deflect about 5 to 10 
mm. Young and Ho (1994) indicated that some patterns of ground movements could be 
attributed to temperature fluctuations and general weather changes. Figure 2.3 shows the 
temperature effect on strut load by Bono et al. (1992). 
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 In addition, it might be reasonable to also consider the influence of temperature 
on the structural behavior of contraction and expansion, temperature-induced strain, and 
the precision of field monitoring instruments. Haghayechi and Mirzakashani (1994) also 
indicated that the shrinkage of concrete floors could contribute to ground surface 
movements during construction. 
  
PRE-STRESSING 
 The papers by Goldberg et al. (1976), O'Rourke (1981), and Clough and O'Rourke 
(1990) showed that pre-stressing can be effective in minimizing lateral wall movements 
during the construction of a deep excavation. It was concluded by Goldberg et al. (1976) 
and Clough and O'Rourke (1990) that the soils behind the wall would become stiff due to 
the reloading attributed to pre-stressing forces. It was also concluded by O'Rourke (1981) 
that pre-stressing would remove slack from connections in excavations. 
 
CHARACTERISTICS OF LATERAL WALL DEFLECTION AND GROUND 
SURFACE SETTLEMENT 
 Ou et al. (1993) investigated a series of excavation cases in the metropolitan 
Taipei area and examined the characteristics of wall deflections as well as the 
relationship between wall deflection and ground surface settlement. Mana and Clough 
(1981) indicated the relationship of the maximum ground surface settlements to the 
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maximum lateral wall deformation. It was found that the maximum ground settlement 
ranged between 0.5 to 1.0 times the maximum lateral wall deformation. Clough and 
O'Rourke (1990) suggested that the deformed shape of the diaphragm wall next to a deep 
excavation could be categorized as: either cantilever movement, cumulative movement, 
or deep inward movement.  
 Figure 2.4 presents the relationship between maximum ground surface settlements 
and the maximum lateral wall deformation by Mana and Clough (1981). A few types of 
ground surface settlement and schematics of wall deformation are shown in Figures 2.5 
and 2.6, by Hsieh and Ou (1998). 
 Based on observations, Clough and O'Rourke (1990) suggested that the maximum 
lateral deflection of diaphragm walls was generally about 0.2% to 0.3% of the final depth 
of excavation. Ou et al. (1993) proposed that the range of maximum wall deflections was 
between 0.2% and 0.5% of the excavation depth, while the ground surface settlement was 
usually between 50% to 70% of the maximum lateral wall deflection. 
 In addition, Thompson and Miller (1990) suggested that the maximum lateral wall 
deflection was about 0.1% of the wall depth on a soil nailed wall in Seattle. Winter et al. 
(1992) suggested that the maximum lateral deflections were about 0.15% of the wall 
depth for a 10-m deep excavation case in Washington D.C. It is also noteworthy that 
Patel and Castelli (1992) found that maximum lateral deflections of a wall were about 




2.2.2 ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL ASPECTS OF FINITE ELEMENT 
ANALYSES FOR PERFORMANCE OF DEEP EXCAVATIONS 
 Faster computational resources and constitutive modeling of soil behavior are key 
aspects in finite element excavation analyses. There are a vast variety of models (e.g., 
Drucker and Prager, 1952; Coulomb, 1776; Roscoe et al., 1963; Roscoe and Burland, 
1968; Kondner, 1963; Duncan and Chang, 1970, among others), available to simulate 
conditions of different shearing modes, monotonic to cyclic loadings, among others.  A 
significant degree of success in simulating deep excavation response has been realized by 
applying the aforementioned constitutive models. 
 The utilization of finite element analysis has become a common routine for the 
design of deep excavations. The boundary value excavation analysis provides estimates 
of wall movements, ground surface settlements, and structural forces, among others. 
Increasing usage of finite element analysis as a research and design tool for deep 
excavations can be found in the literature (e.g., Christian and Wong, 1973; Osaimi and 
Clough, 1979; Yong et al., 1989; Finno et al., 1989; Thompson and Miller, 1990; Lings et 
al., 1991; Hsi and Small, 1993; Whittle et al. 1993; Ou et al., 1993; Hsieh and Ou., 1997; 
Ou et al., 1998, among others). These references indicate that finite element analysis is 
useful for studying the fundamental mechanisms leading to ground deformation in deep 
excavation. Figure 2.7 shows a comparison of typical finite element results to field 
measurements. In this section, some of the important factors affecting the performance of 




Given the fact that soils existing in the natural ground are anisotropic, the stiffness 
and strength of the soil are directly affected by anisotropy. Therefore, it would be 
reasonable to include the anisotropic behavior of soils in deep excavation analyses. 
Clough and Hansen (1981) and Finno et al. (1991) showed that the anisotropy of soils 
was a significant factor to affect the pattern and degree of ground movements. 
Specifically, Finno et al. (1991) found that numerical simulations conducted by using the 
anisotropic bounding surface model (Banerjee and Yousif, 1985) gave the best agreement 
with field observations compared with those simulated by the Modified-Cam Clay model 
(Roscoe and Burland, 1968) and by an isotropic bounding surface model. 
In recent years, anisotropic constitutive models (Sekiguchi and Ohta, 1977; Iizuka 
and Ohta, 1987; Whittle et al, 1993) have been incorporated into commercial finite 
element computer programs. Meanwhile, significant developments in constitutive soil 
modeling have been realized. A list of anisotropic elastoplastic models for clays has been 
summarized by Ling et al. (2002). Note that most of the models have been formulated 
using an associative flow rule. 
 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE DIAPHRAGM WALL 
It has often been assumed that diaphragm wall installation will not disturb the 
surrounding soils. Several papers suggested that wall construction could cause a certain 
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amount of ground movements before excavation (Cowland and Thorland, 1984; Ling et 
al., 1991; Finno et al., 1991; Schweiger and Freiseder, 1994; Ng et al., 1995, etc). 
Cowland and Thorland (1984) indicated that the installation of diaphragm walls 
could incur noticeable ground movement around excavations. Lings et al. (1991) 
concluded that diaphragm wall construction could cause a significant decrease in lateral 
stresses resulting in changes of ground movements and wall bending moments prior to 
excavation. Finno et al. (1991) concluded that consideration of diaphragm wall 
installation could simulate the significant movements caused by excavations, specifically 
in soft to medium clays. Based on the observational evidence, Schweiger and Freiseder 
(1994) also pointed out that the consideration of diaphragm wall installation could 
simulate the performance of deep excavation due to the changes in the in-situ horizontal 
stresses. Note that it was often assumed that diaphragm wall installation would not 
disturb the surrounding soils. 
 
SOIL STRATA AND CONFIGURATIONS 
 It is easier to analyze the behavior of deep excavations using finite element 
computer programs than it is to perform an actual excavation and monitor it. However, 
the finite element method is somewhat limited due to the idealization of soil strata and 
configurations, given that in reality the actual soil strata and configurations are much 
more complex than the simplified soil meshes. 
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 Based on the publications reviewed (as described in this Section), idealizations of 
soil strata and configurations were often made because of the lack of detailed field 
characterizations of excavation sites. Regardless of the simplification of the soil strata 
and configurations from a real situation to an idealized finite element mesh, the 
approximated results would still lead researchers to investigate the contributions of deep 
excavation induced response. 
 
COUPLED STRESS-FLOW ANALYSIS (COUPLED ANALYSIS) 
 Osaimi and Clough (1979) were among the first to have presented the coupled 
pore fluid and stress-deformation (consolidation) finite element analysis of a deep 
excavation. Based on their observations, Osaimi and Clough (1979) suggested that 
drainage of pore water pressure in clay could have a significant effect on the performance 
of deep excavations and should thus be incorporated for simulating deep excavation. 
 Yong et al. (1989) incorporated a coupled finite element analysis of the behavior 
of a braced excavation in clay and found that consolidation could be an important factor 
for the changes in the passive soil resistance and ground movements. Lee et al. (1991) 
presented observations of a support system in which the settlement was still in progress 
even where the excavation was completed. Satisfactory agreement between simulated and 
observed results was obtained, and it was also found that consolidation was a significant 
factor for the wall deformation. Ou et al. (1994) observed that coupled analyses provided 
better agreement with observed behavior than undrained analysis for excavation with 
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long construction periods. It is important to note that some results also suggested that the 
effect of pore water drainage was not a significant factor affecting soil movement within 
a regulated and usual time frame of an excavation (Whittle et al, 1993; Dang, 2009; Kung, 
2010). 
 
COMPLEXITY OF CONSTITUTIVE MODELS 
 Whittle et al. (1993) described an excavation in the Boston using an advanced 
constitutive model (Whittle, 1990; Whittle and Hashash, 1992) for describing the 
nonlinear and inelastic behavior of clays, and pointed out that it is important to minimize 
uncertainties associated with representation of soil behavior as numerical complexity 
increases. 
 Ou and Lai (1994) presented an application of the finite element method to deep 
excavations using a combination of the quasilinear elastic hyperbolic and the Modified 
Cam-clay models. Ou and Lai (1994) reported that the results from finite element 
analyses were comparatively close to those from field observations. However, it was also 
suggested that the most difficult aspect in the finite element excavation analysis is the 
estimation of numerical model parameter values with respect to the selected soil model. 
 Finno et al. (2009) represents a summary of sixteen references concerned with 
analysis and numerical modeling of deep excavations. Among these references, six of 
them assumed the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion, three assumed the Hardening Soil yield 
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criterion, and one assumed the Duncan-Chang yield criterion. Note that once an 
appropriate soil model is selected, the behavior of soil material is then characterized by 
such yield criteria as the analysis proceeds. Finno et al. (2009) reported that the key 
factor to applying the finite element method to deep excavations remains the selection of 
the soil model, as well as the numerical model parameter values.  
 
ELEMENT TYPES AND MESH DENSITIES 
 In order to simulate the accurate trend of ground response induced by deep 
excavation, rather dense meshes are often used along the retaining wall. The overall mesh 
for the finite element excavation analysis of Whittle et al. (1993) consisted of 611 8-node 
quadratic (in displacement) elements; a relatively finer mesh was used near the 
diaphragm wall. Ou and Lai (1994) used similar elements to discretized the soil and 
diaphragm wall, with relatively a finer mesh along the excavation in the analysis (see 
Figure 2.8). Lu et al. (2012) simulated three metro station excavations in Shanghai using 
a commercial 2-D FE program, where the mesh consisted of 15-node triangular elements. 
Relatively finer meshes were used near the diaphragm wall.  
Whittle et al. (1993), Yong et al. (1989), Ou and Lai (1994), and Lu et al. (2012), 
among others reported that the comparisons between field measurements and FE results 




BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS 
 In general, construction sites are simulated under plane strain conditions with only 
one-half of the entire excavation geometry. In addition, due to the fact that the 
groundwater flow regimes beneath the construction sites are difficult to estimate, the side 
along the retaining wall that encloses water outside is usually assumed to be a no flow 
boundary (due to symmetry), while the other side and bottom boundaries are assumed to 
be constant flow boundaries. Note that coupled pore fluid and stress-deformation 
(consolidation) finite element analysis of deep excavations will require careful 
consideration of the flow boundary conditions. 
 Once the proper boundary conditions are assumed, the first step in the finite 
element analysis is to establish the initial state of stress where the body force of meshes 
in the ground must be established to obtain the vertical stresses. By using the appropriate 
K0 values (e.g., Gunsallus et al. 1989; Whittle et al., 1993), the corresponding horizontal 
stresses are then estimated.  
  
EXCAVATION ACTIVITIES AND INTERFACES IN FINITE ELEMENT 
ANALYSES 
 The excavation procedures in finite element excavation analyses are realized by 
deactivating or reactivating loads, volume meshes or structural objects as created in the 
geometry input.  Note that most of the published literature satisfy the uniqueness 
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principle for multistage excavation in an elastic medium first postulated by Ishihara 
(1970). Note that the principle of uniqueness is based on the principle of superposition, as 
the final solution is independent of the sequence of excavation. The exact method of 
excavation such as front-end loader, bulldozer, etc., is not generally incorporated due to 
the lack of detailed documentation during construction periods. 
 In addition, although the diaphragm wall installation might produce a rough 
interface between the soil and wall, a no-slippage condition for the soil and wall is 
expected as there is no relative deformation between the soil and wall during analyses. 
Several studies have been performed to investigate the behavior of soil and wall interface, 
and it was pointed out that it was not necessary to consider interface elements in finite 
element excavation analyses (Potts and Fourier, 1984; Desai, 1988; Bakker and Vermeer, 
1986; Whittle et al., 1993; Ou and Lai, 1994). 
 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL EFFECT IN DEEP EXCAVATIONS 
 In order to solve a finite element boundary value problem, the sophisticated three-
dimensional excavation problem has often been simplified and idealized as a much 
simpler two-dimensional plane strain problem. One of the first three-dimensional studies 
of deep excavations was performed by Giger and Krizek (1975). In addition, Schweiger 
and Freiseder (1994), Tabrizi et al. (1995), Ou et al. (1996), Lee et al. (1998), and Kaan 
(2003) have performed three-dimensional finite element deep excavation analyses. 
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 According to these papers, it was observed that three-dimensional analyses would 
produce a more conservative result than those analyses conducted under two-dimensional, 
plane strain conditions. The difference could be attributed to corner restraints. Note that a 
three-dimensional analysis is much more complicated than a two-dimensional one. 
Although it is difficult to model analytically a three-dimensional deep excavation, 
significant lessons in the performance of deep excavations could still be learned when 
careful treatment of two-dimensional finite element excavation analysis were conducted. 
 
2.3 CONCLUSIONS 
 Based on a literature survey, the factors controlling deep excavations have been 
briefly summarized in this chapter. It was found that soil types, excavation dewatering, 
craftsmanship, construction details, temperature changes, pre-stressing, and anisotropy 
are among the significant factors controlling the performance of deep excavations. 
Specifically, the soil property is among one of the key factors. Note that in most cases, 
the simulative capabilities of finite element analyses may still seem rather limited to the 
above-mentioned numerical aspects. It is impractical to expect numerical analyses to 
simulate the exact excavation with all aspects and behavior. However, it is still helpful, 
when the balance between complexity and quality is achieved, that finite element 
excavation analyses to be further explored for studying deep excavations. 
 Due to the fact that computing power has increased rapidly, as well as to the fact 
that the usage of finite element analysis as a research and design tool for deep excavation 
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has increased over the past few decades, some of the important issues in the finite 
element excavation analysis were presented in this chapter in order to better understand 
the behavior of deep excavations. In addition, the numerical aspects of finite element 
analyses for performing deep excavation analyses were addressed in this chapter. It must 
be noted that it is still two-dimensional analysis that dominates in finite element 





















Figure 2.2. Suggested Settlement Profiles for the Use of Estimating the Distribution of 









Figure 2.3. Relationship Between the Temperature Changes and the Strut Loads (after 












Figure 2.4. Relationship Between the Maximum Ground Settlement and the Maximum 











Figure 2.5. Schematic Illustration of a Wall Next to an Excavation: (a) Early Excavation 











Figure 2.6. Schematic Illustration of Types of Ground Surface Settlements (after Hsieh 









Figure 2.7. Schematic Illustration of Types of Ground Surface Settlements (after Hsieh 















IMPLEMENTATION OF ADVANCED BOUNDING SURFACE 
MODELS IN FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 The nature and behavior of soils are very complex. Soils are non-homogeneous, 
anisotropic materials that exhibit nonlinear stress-strain relationships, changes in volume 
or dilatancy under shear as well as time- and rate-dependent behavior. To realistically 
model the behavior of such complicated natural materials, significant experimental 
research has been performed. In addition, sophisticated constitutive models that can 
simulate the stiffness and strength behavior of different types of soils have been 
developed. In general, such models can be classified into two main groups: 
micromechanical or physical models, and macro-mechanical or phenomenological 
models. Most of the models used to characterize the behavior of soils fall into the second 
group. 
 The major role of a constitutive model is to solve geotechnical events 
quantitatively and to realistically simulate physical behavior of complex materials that 
have been perceived mentally. Using such models to simulate the behavior of actual soils 
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affords the possibility of achieving reliable engineering designs. The following general 
steps are used in developing a constitutive model: 
a) Mathematical formulation. 
b) Identification of model parameters. 
c) Determination of model parameter values from laboratory tests. 
d) Successful (and robust) numerical implementation into existing or new 
computer programs. 
e) Verification of the model's predictive capabilities. 
 
 The most widely used models for describing the elasto-plastic behavior of soil are 
formulated using the theoretical framework of critical state soil mechanics (Schofield and 
Wroth, 1968). The Cam-clay model (Roscoe et al., 1963) and the Modified Cam-clay 
model (Roscoe and Burland, 1968), which were formulated in two-invariant triaxial 
(    ) space using a linear           assumption (where    = effective stress,   = 
deviator stress, and e = void ratio) are the most successful examples of critical state 
models. Note that the yield surface of the Cam-clay model is described by a bullet-shape 
(Figure 3.1), whereas it is advanced to an ellipse (Figure 3.2) in the modified Cam-clay 
model.  In both versions of the model, the isotropic hardening rule was assumed along 
with an associative flow rule. 
 At about the same time, models that assume a hyperbolic stress-strain relation 
were developed by fitting the stress-strain curves based on triaxial soil tests (Kondner, 
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1963; Duncan and Chang, 1970). Hyperbolic models typically employ a Mohr-Coulomb 
failure criterion. However, such hypo-elastic models cannot rationally make a distinction 
between monotonic loading and unloading. In addition, such models were intended for 
quasi-static analysis and might not be suitable for analyzing deep excavation boundary 
value problems. 
 Dafalias (1975), Dafalias and Popov (1974, 1975a, 1976), and Krieg (1975) 
developed a new generation of constitutive models based on the concept of a bounding 
surface in stress space. The concept of bounding surface was further clarified by Dafalias 
(1986b).  In such models a bounding surface is defined so that the actual stress point 
within or on the bounding surface is related to an "image" stress point on the surface 
through a suitable mapping rule. The plastic modulus associated with the actual stress 
state is assumed to be the sum of the bounding plastic modulus and a function of the 
distance between the real and "image" stress. Bounding surface models provide a smooth 
transition of stress from elastic states to inelastic ones within and on the bounding surface. 
One of the prominent features of the bounding surface concept is that it allows plastic 
deformation within the bounding surface, and thus is very applicable for simulating the 
behavior of over-consolidated cohesive soils. Research efforts over the last decades have 
been undertaken to develop constitutive models that are based on the bounding surface 
concept. The isotropic (Dafalias and Herrmann, 1982), anisotropic (Anandarajah and 
Dafalias, 1985, 1986), and time-dependent (Kaliakin, 1985; Dafalias and Herrmann, 1986; 
Kaliakin and Dafalias, 1990; Whittle, 1993; Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994; Ling et al., 
2002; Jiang and Ling, 2010; and Jiang et al., 2012; among others) versions of the 
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bounding surface model, were developed by employing critical state soil mechanics in 
conjunction with the bounding surface concept. 
 Ling et al. (2002) showed that the effects of stress anisotropy and over-
consolidation could be captured by the anisotropic bounding surface model. In this model, 
rotational and distortional hardening rules were incorporated into the bounding surface 
formulation with an associative flow rule. The model was validated against undrained 
isotropic and anisotropic triaxial test results under compression and extension shearing 
modes for Kaolin clay, San Francisco Bay Mud, and Boston Blue Clay. Jiang et al. (2012) 
enhanced the anisotropic bounding surface model by including a non-associative flow 
rule. Similar to Ling et al. (2002), the model was compared with the aforementioned 
experimental results, as well as for those clays that exhibit strain softening. The 
comparisons showed the model's potential to realistically describe the response of 
different types of cohesive soils, whether strain hardening or strain softening, under 
general stress paths, and under drained or undrained conditions. 
 In this chapter an effort to implement the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface 
model with non-associative flow rule (Jiang et al., 2012) into finite element analysis 
software for excavation boundary value problems will be described. Note that the model 
is an extension of the isotropic bounding surface model (Kaliakin, 1985; Kaliakin and 
Dafalias, 1990), thus it would be reasonable to implement the isotropic bounding surface 
model prior to the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model. The framework 
regarding both versions of the bounding surface model is given in a subsequent section. 
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Implementation of the bounding surface models and their validations against 
experimental test results are also presented in this chapter. 
 
3.2 GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR ELASTO-PLASTIC BOUNDING 
SURFACE MODEL 
 In this section, the framework for the isotropic and enhanced anisotropic rate-
independent bounding surface model is presented. In the sequel, all stresses are expressed 
as effective, and compressive stresses are positive. 
 
3.2.1 FRAMEWORK OF CLASSICAL ELASTO-PLASTICITY 
 Note that the general aspects of rate-independent elasto-plasticity discussed in this 
section are by no means complete; details regarding this subject are found in the 
established literature (Martin, 1975; Rice, 1976; Hill, 1998; Zienkiewicz, 1984; 
Hashiguchi, 2009).  The framework of classical rate-independent elasto-plasticity theory 
can be expressed as follows:  
              
      
       (3.1) 
         
               (3.2) 
         
             (3.3) 
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                 (3.4) 
 Equation 3.1 represents the usual additive decomposition of the strain tensor into 
an elastic part and a plastic part, where      ,     
  , and     
  denote the rate of the total, 
elastic and plastic strain tensors, respectively. From Hooke's law, the elastic components 
of the elastic strain can be obtained as shown in Equation 3.2, where the        is the 
fourth-order tensor of elastic compliance. The inversion of Equation 3.2 gives stresses in 
terms of strains, where       is the fourth order tensor of elastic stiffness (see Equation 
3.4).  
 To obtain the plastic components of a strain increment, the flow rule, the yield 
function, and the hardening rule are required. Equation 3.3 represents a general flow rule 
that relates the increments of plastic strains as a function of the state of stress causing 
plastic deformation. The symbols < > denote Macauley brackets, where        for 
   , and       , otherwise. In Equation 3.3,    is the scalar loading index and is 
defined by: 
       
 
  
             (3.5) 
where    is the plastic modulus and     defines the loading direction: 
         
  
    
      (3.6) 




 In Equation 3.3,       is the gradient of plastic potential and is defined as: 
         
  
    
      (3.7) 
where Q is the plastic potential function. If an associative flow rule is assumed, the yield 
function also serves as the plastic potential function, i.e.,      .  
 Similar to classical rate-independent elasto-plasticity, in the bounding surface 
theory,    is defined as a function of the stress tensor     and plastic internal variables   . 
The analytical expression of the bounding surface is thus: 
                     (3.8) 
 The rate of evolution of the plastic internal variables   , and the plastic modulus 
   are analytically expressed as: 
                   (3.9) 
         
  
   
       (3.10) 
where     is a function of the state variables. 
 The ingredient that is required for obtaining the plastic components of a strain 
increment is the hardening rule. The simplest hardening rule is the isotropic one, which is 
used to control the size of the yield surface. Anisotropic hardening rules may be 
incorporated to control the rotation and distortion of the bounding surface (Ling et al., 
2002). Combining the flow rule, the yield criterion and the hardening rule, the general 
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equations of elasto-plasticity are obtained. The stress-strain formulation of classical 
elasto-plasticity can be expressed as follows: 
               
          (3.11) 
         
        
     
     
            
 
           
    
  (3.12) 
where      
   is the fourth-order tensor of elasto-plastic constitutive operators, which 
relates increments of stress to increments of strain under any arbitrary loading or 
unloading condition. 
 
3.2.2 FRAMEWORK OF BOUNDING SURFACE ELASTO-PLASTICITY 
 Originally, the bounding surface was introduced for metal plasticity by Dafalias 
(1975), Dafalias and Popov (1974, 1975a, 1976), and Krieg (1975). The bounding surface 
was later applied to cohesive soils by Dafalias and Hermann (1982) and Dafalias (1986). 
 The analytical expression of the bounding surface in stress space is defined as: 
                     (3.13) 
                           (3.14)  
where   is the analytical expression of the bounding surface and      is the "image" stress 
which is mapped by the actual stress (     within the bounding surface through a suitable 
mapping rule (as shown in Equation 3.14). Figure 3.3 illustrates the radial mapping rule 
of the bounding surface in a multiaxial stress space. The quantity   is the similarity ratio, 
to be determined from an explicit expression of Equation 3.13. A bar over a stress 
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quantity indicates an "image" stress on the bounding surface,    .  The basic equations 
related to classical elasto-plasticity described in Section 3.2.1 are appropriate for the 
bounding surface theory as the bounding surface assumes the definition of a yield surface 
in the classical elasto-plasticity theory. Thus, the framework of bounding surface elasto-
plasticity would be the same as the classical elasto-plasticity theory (shown in Equations 
3.1 to 3.4). 
 
 The direction of the plastic strain rate is defined by Equation 3.3 with: 
         
  
    
     (3.15) 
 The loading index is defined as follows: 




    




    
         (3.16)  
 The actual plastic modulus (  ) is related to the bounding surface plastic modulus  
    ) as: 
                           (3.17) 
where   is the "distance" in stress space between     and      . 
 Finally, the stress-strain formulation for bounding surface elasto-plasticity is 
described by Equations 3.11 and 3.12, where the constitutive relationships apply as in the 
case of classical elasto-plasticity. 
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3.2.3 SUMMARY OF THE ISOTROPIC BOUNDING SURFACE FORMULATION  
 The three stress invariants and their stress gradients used in the isotropic bounding 
surface model (Dafalias et al., 1986; Kaliakin and Dafalias, 1991) are defined as:  
          ;                (3.18) 
       
 
 
       ;          
   
  
   (3.19) 
where         
 
 
       is the deviatoric stress tensor. In addition, 
               
    ;  
 
 
   
 
 
      










 ;   
           
  
       
 
      
  









      (3.20)  
where   is the "Lode" angle. 
 
 In triaxial stress space, the mean stress   , deviator stress    , and the Lode angle  
   are defined as follows: 
       
 
 
          
 
 
    (3.21) 
                      (3.22)  
                    (3.23) 
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where        and         are associated with axisymmetric triaxial compression 
and extension, respectively. Alternately,         
 
           corresponds to 
conditions of triaxial compression and extension, respectively. 
 
 The form of the bounding surface model used in Dafalias et al. (1986) and 
Kaliakin and Dafalias (1989, 1991) is either a composite consisting of two ellipses and a 
hyperbola, or a single ellipse. 
 The single ellipse form is given by: 
              
   
 




      (3.24) 
where     represents the point of intersection of the bounding surface with the positive 
part of the hydrostatic axis in invariant stress space, N defines the inclination of the 
Critical State Line (CSL), and R is a dimensionless parameter that defines the shape of 
the bounding surface. 
The composite form of the bounding surface consists of a hyperbola and two ellipses. 
The first ellipse is defined by Equation 3.24. 
 For the hyperbola: 

















    
  
 




 For the second ellipse: 
                            
      (3.25b) 
where 
        
        
      
    (3.25c) 
       
  
         
     (3.25d) 
       
  
 
      (3.25e) 
        
 
     
     (3.35f) 
           
 
 
               (3.25g) 
 
 Figures 3.3 and 3.4 give a schematic relationship of the radial mapping rule 
together with the bounding surfaces that are used in Dafalias et al. (1986) and Kaliakin 
and Dafalias (1989, 1991). 
 
 An isotropic hardening along the hydrostatic axis is assumed by Dafalias et al. 
(1986) and Kaliakin and Dafalias (1989, 1991). The expression is shown as follows: 
      
   
   
  
          
   
    (3.26) 
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where the critical state parameters     and     denote the slope of the virgin compression 
line and the swell/recompression line, respectively.    is a nonzero limiting value. 
 
 An associative flow rule is assumed in Dafalias et al. (1986) and Kaliakin and 
Dafalias (1989, 1991), thus the bounding surface also serves as the plastic potential 
function; that is,  , 
            
  
    
 
  
    
    (3.27) 
where   is the plastic potential. 
 
 The specific forms of the plastic modulus and bounding plastic modulus used in 
Dafalias et al. (1986) and Kaliakin and Dafalias (1989, 1991) are shown as follows: 
         
    
   
    
        
      
 
 
                
 
   










   
    
     (3.28a) 
      
        
   
    
 
 
               
 
            (3.28b) 
              
 
        (3.28c) 
                      




                    (3.28e) 
where     =        ,      represents the component in the p-direction of the unit outward 
normal in triaxial stress space,  R  is a constant shape parameter,    is the atmospheric 
pressure,  a is a parameter controlling the magnitude of the shape hardening function, and   
w is a parameter controlling the decrease in the shape hardening function. In Equation 
3.28a,    is a shape hardening parameter given by: 
           
  
                 
      (3.28f) 
where        , and       
 
 
  ,        
 
 
   represent the value of    for triaxial 
compression and extension, respectively. The quantity    represents the shape hardening 
parameter for states in the immediate vicinity of the I-axis (i.e., for    ). 
 
 The stress-strain relationship can be described as shown in Equations 3.11 and 
3.12. The Dafalias et al. (1986) and Kaliakin and Dafalias (1989, 1991) model requires a 
total of fourteen material parameters and the initial stress state parameters for the 
composite form of the surface and twelve material parameters and the initial stress state 
parameters for the single ellipse form of the surface.  The traditional material constants 
include:                     . Additionally, for the single ellipse:                   
  , or for composite form of the surface:                                 . Note 
that    and    are dimensionless parameters associated with first ellipse for 
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axisymmetric triaxial compression and extension, respectively.     and     are 
dimensionless parameters associated with the hyperbola in axisymmetric triaxial 
compression and extension, respectively. Finally,   is a dimensionless parameter 
associated with the second ellipse. 
 
3.2.4 SUMMARY OF ENHANCED ANISOTROPIC BOUNDING SURFACE 
FORMULATION 
 The enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model with non-associative flow rule 
is based on the formulation of Ling et al. (2002). This section presents the framework 
regarding anisotropic bounding surface models with associative flow rule (Ling et al., 
2002), and the enhanced model with a non-associative flow rule (Jiang et al., 2012). Both 
models are formulated in terms of three stress invariants   ,      and    , defined as: 
               (3.29a) 




    
     
      (3.29b) 
       
     
     
     
     (3.29c) 
where     is the stress tensor,     
      
 
 
      is the deviatoric stress tensor with 
respect to the anisotropic direction,      is the anisotropic tensor,          
 
 
      is the 
deviatoric stress tensor with respect to the mean stress direction, and      is the Kronecker 
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delta. A Lode angle     may also be introduced as an angular measure of the third stress 
invariant      , i.e., 
            





    ,   
 
 
   
 
 
    (3.30) 
In triaxial stress space, the mean stress     and deviator stress     are given by Equations 
3.21 and 3.22, respectively. 
 
ANISOTROPIC TENSOR 
 The initial anisotropic tensor       in      space used in the Ling et al. (2002) 
model is determined from anisotropically consolidated stress states and is expressed as 
follows: 
         
        
         (3.31a) 
where 
         
 
 
   
      (3.31b) 
        
     
           (3.31c) 
         
     
           (3.31d) 
       
          
      
          
      
      




          
    
     
       (3.31f) 




at the anisotropic pre-consolidated state. 
 
 Following the approach used by Ling et al. (2002), the initial anisotropic tensor of 
the Jiang and Ling (2010) and Jiang et al. (2012) is determined by the formation stress 
    
  . 
         
     
         (3.32) 
where the expression for    and    
   are given by Equations 3.31b and 3.31c, respectively. 
In both models, the current anisotropic tensor      is determined by the initial anisotropic 
tensor     
   and a corresponding hardening rule for      that will be discussed later. 
 
EXPLICIT EXPRESSION FOR THE BOUNDING SURFACE 
 The form of the bounding surface model used by Ling et al. (2002) is: 
                            
   
 
         
  
   
 
    




                                            (3.33b) 
                                             (3.33c) 
and 
                      (3.33d) 
The parameter M is the slope of the critical state line in triaxial space, and   and   are 
its values in triaxial compression and extension, respectively. R is a bounding surface 
configuration parameter, and   is a measure of anisotropy in triaxial stress space. Note 
that in the model of Ling et al. (2002), R is not a constant due to distortional hardening. 
 
 In formulating the enhanced bounding surface model, Jiang and Ling (2010) and 
Jiang et al. (2012) used the same analytical expression for the bounding surface   and 
plastic potential G, but with       and with different model parameters defining each 
surface. The expressions are as follows: 
                     
                     (3.34a) 
where 
                   (3.34b) 
         
  
                    
   ;          (3.34c) 
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                     (3.34d) 
                   (3.34e) 
         
  
                    
   ;          (3.34f) 
and 
       
   
 
         
        (3.34g) 
where      
   
   
   is the anisotropic tensor in       space, and    
 
   
  is the  
associated anisotropic quantity,    represents the isotropic hardening variable, and    and 
   are the bounding surface configuration parameters for compression and extension, 
respectively. Figure 3.6 shows the bounding surface and the plastic potential. 
 
 In the models of Ling et al. (2002) and Jiang et al. (2012), the image stress 
variables are related through the actual stress variables using the radial mapping rule 
(Dafalias and Herrmann, 1986). Thus the expression can be described as shown in 
Equations 3.14. The relationships between actual and image stresses can be expressed as 
follows: 
                        (3.35a) 
          
      
      (3.35b) 
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                 (3.35c) 
                 (3.35d) 
               (3.35e) 
As described in Section 3.2.2, b is the similarity ratio that can be determined from an 
explicit expression form of the bounding surface    . 
 
FLOW RULE 
 Since the model proposed in Ling et al. (2002) obeys the associative flow rule, 
Equations 3.3, 3.16 and 3.33 also hold in which the plastic potential coincides with the 
bounding surface. However, in Jiang and Ling (2010) and Jiang et al. (2012), a non-
associative flow rule is assumed, thus the loading direction     and the plastic strain rate 
    are thus defined as: 
         
  
    
     (3.36) 
         
  
    
     (3.37) 
where   is associated with the parameter N, and   is associated with the traditional 





 In Ling et al. (2002), an isotropic hardening rule, anisotropic hardening rule, and 
distortional hardening rule are used to control the size, rotation, and distortion of the 
bounding surface. The evolution equation for    that controls the size of the bounding 
surface is expressed as: 
       
    
   
                     (3.38) 
 
 The rotational rate of the bounding surface is controlled by the evolution of the 
anisotropic tensor, and can be expressed as: 
           
    
   
    
           (3.39a) 
where 
       
   
  
        
 
   
           (3.39b) 
                          (3.39c) 
       
   
     
   
      (3.39d) 
and 
       
       
 
 
                      (3.39e) 
Note that N is the slope of the critical state line in       space.  
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 For the distortional hardening rule, the parameter R varies accordingly to the 
following rate equation: 
         
    
   
          (3.40a) 
where 
              
  
  
         
 
   
              (3.40b) 
 
 Jiang and Ling (2010) and Jiang et al. (2012) used the same isotropic hardening 
rule as Ling et al. (2002) (Equation 3.38).  For the anisotropic hardening rule, the 
evolution of the anisotropic tensor that controls the rotational rate is expressed as follows: 
         
    
   
           
    
 
  
   (3.41a) 
where 
        
 
  
      (3.41b) 
                                (3.41c) 
       
   
     
   
      (3.41d) 
and 
       
                            (3.41e) 
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The function    accounts for the effect of overconsolidation, while the function    
accounts for the effect of anisotropy and loading direction. The quantities    and    are 
introduced in the equations so that  , a material parameter, can be less susceptible to 
different stress and material states. Note that the results as presented subsequently 
showed that the accuracy of predictions was not sacrificed significantly by dropping the 
distortional hardening rule in the model of Jiang and Ling (2010) and Jiang et al. (2012). 
 
BOUNDING PLASITC MODULUS 
 In Ling et al. (2002), the plastic modulus is related to the bounding plastic 
modulus through the following relationship: 
          
    
   
         
 
      
      (3.42a) 
where 
       
    
   
             
  
   
   
  
    
    
    
  
  
     (3.42b) 
where    is the atmospheric pressure, W is a positive model parameter (constant), b is the 
similarity ratio as previously defined, s is the extent of elastic nucleus, r is the radial 




 The form of the plastic modulus and bounding plastic modulus in the model of 
Jiang and Ling (2010) and Jiang et al. (2012) is expressed as: 
           
    
   
        
 
      
    (3.43a)  
       
    
   
                
  
   
      




    
   (3.43b) 
where   and   are material parameters, and b, r, and   are as defined for the model Ling 
et al. (2002). 
 
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 
 Following the classical elasto-plasticity theory, the stress-strain relationship for 
both versions of anisotropic bounding surface models are described by Equations 3.11 
and 3.12.  
 The model proposed by Ling et al. (2002) requires the values of twelve material 
parameters, as well as the initial stress state parameters. The material parameters include: 
the traditional critical state soil mechanics parameters (                  ), the 
bounding surface configuration parameters (      ), and the hardening function 
parameters (          ).  The model proposed by Jiang et al. (2012) requires a total 
of eleven material parameters, in addition to the initial stress state parameters. In this 
model, the parameters related to critical state soil mechanics are similar to those of Ling 
et al. (2002). The bounding surface configuration parameters are      and     , the 
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hardening parameter is   , the projection center parameter is again  , and plastic 
modulus parameters are   and  .  Note that the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface 
model with non-associative flow rule may be reduced to an associative version by 
specifying    ; i.e.,       and       . Given the simplified hardening rule that 
the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model adopted, it may also be reduced to that 
of an isotropic version by assuming        . 
 
3.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF BOUNDING SURFACE MODELS IN FINITE 
ELEMENT COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
3.3.1 SOME ASPECTS OF CALBR8 
 Verification of the isotropic and anisotropic versions of the bounding surface 
model were previously done by using the CALBR8 computer program (Kaliakin, 1992), 
which employed the solution algorithms proposed by Hermann et al. (1982, 1983a). 
CALBR8 was written to assess the characteristics of various constitutive models for soils, 
and for model calibrations. CALBR8 is written in Fortran 90. It essentially uses a single 
element in a three-dimensional stress space for soil models under either drained or 
undrained conditions. Although the program has been successful in validating a number 
of advanced soil models (Kaliakin, 1985; Dafalias et al., 1986; Kaliakin and Dafalias, 
1990; Ling et al., 2002; Jiang and Ling, 2012), it conducts the analysis and response of a 
homogeneous specimen at the element level, subjected to arbitrary homogeneous stress 
and strain condition.  CALBR8 was not developed for analyzing complicated boundary 
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value problems, such as  deep excavations. The capability of the bounding surface model 
must be further developed through numerical procedures and integrated into an existing 
or new finite element software and validated against closed form solutions or field 
measurements conditions. 
 
3.3.2 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS PROGRAM --- PLAXIS
®
 
 In order to apply the isotropic and anisotropic versions of the bounding surface 
model for deep excavations and other geotechnical problems, the models must be 
integrated into a finite element analysis program.  Note that the adopted finite element 
software is required to have the capabilities of solving geotechnical boundary value 
problems, while allowing new user-defined soil models. Modifications may be needed to 
the algorithms depending upon the selected finite element software. Table 3.1 presents 
some of the finite element analysis programs with the capabilities of analyzing deep 
excavation problems. 
 Several finite element analysis programs listed in Table 3.1 were attempted; 
however, based on available computational facilities and the intention for deep 
excavations, the finite element software PLAXIS
® 1
 was selected.  PLAXIS is a suite of 
commercial geotechnical analysis software which allows user-defined soil models to be 




 software is made available to Columbia University in the City of New York 
under an academic license agreement. 
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used. Initially, PLAXIS was developed to analyze the soft soil river embankments of the 
lowlands of Holland, and was later extended to cover specifically a broad range of 
geotechnical problems. It has been widely used in analyzing geotechnical problems (e.g., 
Finno et al., 2002; Rechea et al., 2007; Lim and Ou, 2011). 
 
3.4 MODEL VALIDATION IN PLAXIS 
3.4.1 INTEGRATION OF THE BOUNDING SURFACE MODELS INTO PLAXIS 
 PLAXIS allows user-defined soil models to be used by implementing user-
supplied constitutive soil models (stress-strain-time relationships). To utilize this feature, 
a user-defined model may be coded in FORTRAN (or other programming language), 
then compiled as a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) and placed in the same directory where 
the PLAXIS program was installed. The isotropic and anisotropic versions of bounding 
surface models were programmed (in FORTRAN-77), and the corresponding DLL was 
created for these models. The user-defined soil models were then employed and assessed 
to re-evaluate various types of cohesive soils under different initial and loading 
conditions. A successful implementation of a user-defined soil model requires several 
tasks: initialization of state variables, calculation of constitutive stresses, creation of 
effective material stiffness matrix, return of the number of state variables, return of 
matrix attributes, and creation of elastic material stiffness. Note that programming 
procedures may vary depending upon the theory of the user defined models. Once a 
compiled DLL is added to the PLAXIS program directory, the required model parameters 
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for the corresponding user-defined soil model can be entered in the material data sets and 
applied for finite element analyses. 
 
3.4.2 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF TRIAXIAL TESTS 
 Modeling of a triaxial test was selected as the way to validate whether the 
bounding surface models implemented in PLAXIS were able to simulate properly the 
behavior of a cohesive soil sample. For simplicity, a quarter of the soil specimen with an 
axisymmetric geometry of unit dimensions (1 m x 1 m) was simulated. Since the soil 
weight was not taken into account, the dimensions of the model did not influence the 
results. The stresses and strains were uniformly distributed over the geometry. The 
displacements normal to the boundaries, the left hand side and the bottom of the 
geometry, were fixed and the tangential displacements were kept free to allow for 
movements. The right hand side and the top of the geometry were free to move. The user 
may select either 15-node or 6-node triangular elements as the basic type of element to 
model soil layers and other volume clusters. Figure 3.7 presents a triaxial specimen that 
was modeled by two axisymmetric 6-node triangular elements with the boundary 
conditions mentioned above. 
 In modeling the undrained triaxial compression and extension tests, a "staged 
construction" process was used. Under isotropic and compression conditions, the pre-
consolidation pressure po was applied on the right hand side (σh or σ3, the horizontal 
stress) and the top (σv or σ1, the vertical stress) of the model in the first phase under 
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drained conditions. The corresponding pre-consolidation stress is shown as load A in 
Figure 3.7. Once the initial soil condition was reached, the undrained triaxial test would 
be performed in the subsequent stage. In the second stage, the displacements were reset to 
zero and the sample was vertically loaded (as load B in Figure 3.7) until failure, while the 
horizontal load was kept constant under undrained condition. For isotropic and extension 
conditions, the pre-consolidation pressure po was applied on the right hand side and the 
top of the geometry in the first phase. In the second phase, the displacements were reset 
to zero and the sample was vertically unloaded until failure while the horizontal load was 
kept constant.  
 The extension tests were done through axial extension instead of lateral 
compression, which would make a more realistic match to excavation boundary value 
problems. If anisotropic conditions were considered, different pre-consolidation pressures, 
with respect to    condition, would be applied for the corresponding vertical and 
horizontal stresses (        ). The triaxial simulations used the same sets of material 
parameters as in Kaliakin (1985),  Jiang (2009), and Jiang et al. (2012), if applicable. 
 Before simulating the boundary value excavation problems, a simple strip footing 
resting on an elastic, semi-infinite domain was analyzed using PLAXIS. The satisfactory 
agreement between numerical results and the analytical solution (Poulos and Davis, 1974) 





3.4.3 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESUTLS 
 The user-supplied subroutine for the isotropic bounding surface model and the 
enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model with non-associative flow rule were 
implemented into PLAXIS to simulate a series of experimental tests. The capability of 
the bounding surface models was then re-evaluated in PLAXIS. 
 As described in Section 3.1, evaluation of the bounding surface models was made 
against the undrained isotropic and anisotropic triaxial test results under axisymmetric 
triaxial compression and extension shearing modes for various types of cohesive soils. 
Procedures for calibrating the model parameters for the isotropic and anisotropic versions 
of bounding surface model are found in the established literature. (e.g., Kaliakin, 1985; 
Ling et al., 2002; Jiang et al., 2012). 
 As will be shown in Section 3.5, the experimental results presented in this section 
will serve as a base for further verification of numerical implementation of bounding 
surface models into PLAXIS. 
 
ISOTROPIC BOUNDING SURFACE MODEL 
 Kaliakin (1985) has provided comprehensive calibrations and validations of the 
isotropic bounding surface model with the experimental results of various types of 
cohesive soils, and has obtained satisfactory agreement between the simulations and 
experimental data. The experimental data include: Wroth and Loudon (1967), Banerjee 
and Stipho (1978, 1979), and Hermann et al. (1981). 
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 Wroth and Loudon (1967) conducted undrained triaxial tests on remolded Kaolin 
clay at various overconsolidation ratios. The results of this work showed a pattern of 
behavior for undrained triaxial tests under compressive loadings on Kaolin clay. These 
results are represented by discrete symbols in Figure 3.8. The initial void ratios 
associated with each test are shown in Table 3.2. The values of parameters used in 
simulating the experimental results are listed in Table 3.3. 
 Banerjee and Stipho (1978, 1979) reported the experimental results of Kaolin clay 
(oven-dried, liquid limit LL = 52 and plastic index PL = 26) under undrained monotonic 
deviatoric loading in triaxial compression and extension. A series of plots for the 
undrained stress-strain-pore pressure response of isotropic normally and lightly 
overconsolidated clays are described in this work. These results are represented by 
discrete symbols in Figure 3.9. Values of initial void ratio and the parameter values used 
in simulating the experimental results are listed in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. 
 Herrmann et al. (1981) conducted an extensive verification study of the bounding 
surface plasticity model.  Both drained and undrained triaxial compression/extension test 
results on laboratory prepared Kaolin clay were reported in this study. These results are 
represented by discrete symbols in Figure 3.10. The values for the initial void ratios 
associated with each test are shown in Table 3.6. The determined parameter values used 






ENHANCED ANISOTROPIC BOUNDING SURFACE MODEL 
 The validation of the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model with non-
associative flow rule is reported in Jiang (2009) and Jiang et al. (2012). Satisfactory 
agreement between the simulations and experimental data was shown. The model has 
shown the ability to describe the behavior of various cohesive soils under general stress 
paths. The experimental results used to verify this model include: Stipho (1978), Chin et 
al. (1989), Chin and Liu (1997), Hsiao (1992), and Liu (2004). 
 Stipho (1978) reported a set of undrained triaxial test results on Kaolin clay, either 
isotropically or anisotropically consolidated, subjected to compression or extension 
loadings. The over-consolidation ratios ranged from 1.0 to 12.0 and 1.0 to 8.0 for 
isotropic tests and anisotropic tests, respectively. These results are represented by discrete 
symbols in Figures 3.11 to 3.14. This data set has been widely used to verify constitutive 
models (e.g., Banerjee and Yousif, 1986; Anandarajah and Dafalias, 1986; Liang and Ma, 
1992; Ling et al., 2002; and Jiang et al., 2012). The values of initial void ratio and the 
determined parameters used in the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model for 
simulating the experimental results of Stipho (1978) are listed in Tables 3.8 and 3.9, 
respectively. 
 Chin and Liu (1997) and Chin et al. (1989) provided a comprehensive set of 
undrained triaxial compression and extension test results of the Sungshan Formation 
(Taipei silty clay) in the Taipei Basin, both isotropically and anisotropically consolidated. 
Taipei silty clay exhibits initially anisotropic, normalized, strain-softening even with a 
small strain, and nonlinear behavior. These results are represented by discrete symbols in 
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Figures 3.15 and 3.16. The calibration procedure of Taipei silty clay was performed by 
following the order of traditional and then bounding surface parameters, as suggested in 
Jiang (2009). The determined parameter values used in simulating the experimental 
results are listed in Tables 3.10 and 3.11. 
 Hsiao (1992) investigated the undrained shear strength characteristics of Taipei 
silty clay for an excavation site. The series of tests included triaxial and true triaxial tests. 
These results are represented by discrete symbols in Figure 3.17. The values of initial 
void ratios and the parameter values used for simulating the triaxial experimental results 
are listed in Tables 3.12 and 3.13. 
 Liu (2004) conducted a series of shearing tests and index property tests on Taipei 
silty clay, obtained from two failure excavation sites located in the district of Shilin and 
Beitou in Taipei, Taiwan. Three clay layers were located at these two sites, and the soil 
specimens were tested under undrained triaxial compression and extension. The results of 
these tests are depicted by discrete symbols in Figure 3.18. The values of initial void ratio 
and the parameters used in simulating the triaxial experimental results are shown in 
Tables 3.14 to 3.16. 
 
3.5 COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION 
 The same material parameter sets were used to simulate the soil response (Wroth 
and Loudon, 1967; Banerjee and Stipho, 1978, 1979; Herrmann et at., 1981; Stipho, 1978; 
Chin et al., 1989; Chin and Liu, 1997; Hsiao, 1992; Liu, 2004) using both the CALBR8 
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and PLAXIS computer programs. The comparisons of stress path, stress-strain, and pore 
water pressure stress-strain curves under two-dimensional conditions by using the 
bounding surface models are presented and compared in this section so as to verify their 
proper numerical implementation. 
 In the comparisons, solid lines represent the results of simulations generated using 
PLAXIS, the dotted lines represent the CALBR8 simulations, and the discrete points 
denote the experimental results.  Figures 3.8 (a to c) present the comparison between 
simulated results obtained using PLAXIS, CALBR8 (Kaliakin, 1985), and experimental 
data for Kaolin clay under isotropic, undrained compression condition. For this soil 
samples, the over-consolidation ratio (OCR) ranged from 1.0 to 6.5 and the initial void 
ratio ranged from 1.41 to 1.90.  The results obtained using PLAXIS agree quite closely 
with those presented by Kaliakin (1985). The results show that the agreement is 
satisfactory. 
 Supplementary comparisons of the isotropic bounding surface model with the 
experimental data of Banerjee and Stipho (1978, 1979) and Hermann et al. (1981) are 
presented in Figures 3.9 (a) to 3.10 (e). For these soil samples, the over-consolidation 
ratio (OCR) ranged from 1.0 to 12, and the initial void ratio ranged from 0.612 to 0.97. 
The agreement between the simulations and experimental data are satisfactory. An 
exception is the lack of agreement between the predicted results by CALBR8 (Kaliakin, 
1985) and PLAXIS for OCR = 1.3 in compression (Figure 3.10 (d)).  The issue may be 
attributed to the fact that CALBR8 does not involve the use of elements, while PLAXIS 
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uses triangular elements. Although finer meshes and higher-order elements often have an 
effect on the simulated results, it was found that these were not a significant factor 
affecting the results in this case. 
 Figures 3.11 (a) to 3.13 (c) present the comparison between simulated results by 
PLAXIS, CALBR8 (by Jiang, 2009), and the experimental data for Kaolin clay (Stipho, 
1978) under anisotropic, undrained, compression/extension conditions. The simulations 
by PLAXIS compare quite favorably with those simulated by CALBR8, and in certain 
instances, represent better agreement with the experimental results. 
 Comparisons for Taipei silty clays (Chin et al., 1989; Chin and Liu, 1997; Hsiao, 
1992; and Liu, 2004) using the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model are 
presented in Figures 3.15 (a) to 3.19 (f).  In the comparison, the solid and dotted lines 
represent the results simulated by PLAXIS and CALBR8, respectively, and the discrete 
points are the experimental results. For these soil samples, the over-consolidation ratio 
(OCR) ranged from 1.0 to 4.0 and the initial void ratio ranged from 0.884 to 1.510 for 
both isotropic and anisotropic tests. The agreements between the simulations by PLAXIS, 
CALBR8, and experimental data are satisfactory. However, in simulating the data of Liu 
(2004), it became evident that major strain-softening behavior at larger strains was not 
captured by PLAXIS. Instead, premature termination of the analysis occurred. One 
possible reason for this limitation is because the finite element algorithms are not relevant 
for simulating large softening behavior. A smaller Mc value was used in CALBR8 for 
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simulating the data of Liu (2004) to capture the strain softening characteristic shown in 
Figures 3.19 (a to c). 
 The numerical results from PLAXIS show satisfactory agreement with both 
experimental data and those simulated by CALBR8 in terms of stress path, stress-strain, 
and pore water pressure response. The results show that the effects of initial stress and 
over-consolidation of cohesive soils are well captured by PLAXIS. Comparison with 
CALBR8 indicates that there was a slight difference in the results. The slight difference 
may be caused by the fact that different numerical schemes were used in the analyses. In 
addition, the differences could also be attributed to the performance of the triangular 
elements used in PLAXIS. 
 
3.6 CONCLUSIONS 
 The general framework of an enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model with 
non-associative flow rule, based on the critical state concept and bounding surface 
plasticity, has been briefly described. The formulation and required model parameters of 
the enhanced model, along with previously developed bounding surface models that are 
associated with the enhanced one, were presented. 
 The proper implementation of the model into PLAXIS was validated against the 
undrained isotropic and anisotropic triaxial test results under compression and extension 
shearing modes for various types of cohesive soils. The comparison of results indicated 
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that most of the effects of stress anisotropy and over-consolidation of clay specimens 
were well captured by PLAXIS. Satisfactory agreement between simulations by PLAXIS, 
CALBR8, and experimental results was confirmed. The capability and limitation of the 
bounding surface models were assessed. Although there was a slight difference, the 
comparison results between PLAXIS and CALBR8 showed them to be quite similar, with 
the only exception being the simulation of strain-softening behavior. 
 It can be concluded that even if the successful integration of the bounding surface 
modeling and modeling of cohesive soil behavior in finite element analysis were 
achieved, the bounding surface model used in PLAXIS might not exactly simulate the 
experiment results due to the different numerical schemes. Some of the differences 
between the PLAXIS results and those from CALBR8 could be attributed to the fact that 
CALBR8 does not involve the use of elements, while PLAXIS uses triangular elements. 
Based on the satisfactory agreement between simulations obtained using PLAXIS, 
CALBR8, and experimental results, it can be concluded that complex soil behavior can 
reasonably be simulated using the bounding surface model integrated in PLAXIS. Having 
verified the implementation of the enhanced bounding surface in PLAXIS, attention is 






Table 3.1. Commercial Finite Element Software Packages for Excavation Boundary 










































































Table 3.2. Values of Initial Void Ratio Used in Simulating the Experimental Results of 




















Table 3.3.Parameter Values Used in Simulating the Experimental Results of Wroth and 










  = 0.26 
 
R = 2.30 
 
m = 0.02 
  = 0.05 C = 0.475 hc = 16.0 
M
c
 = 0.90 sp = 2.0 h2 = 16.0 
ν = 0.20  a = 1.10 
   = 33.7 kPa 
 
 w = 5.0 
 





Table 3.4.Values of Initial Void Ratio Used in Simulating the Experimental Results of 































1.2 365.4 0.95 1.2 413.7 0.94 
2.0 386.1 0.97 2.0 413.7 0.96 
5.0 379.2 0.95 6.0 551.6 0.95 
8.0 386.1 0.95 10.0 413.7 0.95 
12.0 413.7 0.95 
 
   
 
 
Table 3.5. Parameter Values Used in Simulating the Experimental Results of Banerjee 










  = 0.14 
 
R = 2.60 
 
m = 0.02 
  = 0.05 C = 0.28 hc = 4.0 
M
c
 = 1.05 sp = 1.50 he = 5.6 
M
e
 = 0.85  h2 = 5.0 
ν = 0.20  a = 1.20 
   = 33.7 kPa 
 







Table 3.6. Values of Initial Void Ratio Used in Simulating the Experimental Results of 





















1.3 0.621 1.3 0.621 
2.0 0.623 2.0 0.623 
2.5** 0.628 4.0 0.649 




* - used in both drained and undrained analyses       ** - used in drained analysis only 
 
 
Table 3.7. Parameter Values Used in Simulating the Experimental Results of Herrmann et 










  = 0.151 
 
R = 2.42 
 
m = 0.02 
  = 0.018 C = 0.70 hc = 60.0 
M
c
 = 1.25 sp = 1.60 he = 60.0 
M
e
 = 0.95  h2 = 60.0 
ν = 0.30  a = 1.20 
   = 30.4 kPa 
 





























1.0 408 408 0.94 1.0 408 408 0.93 
1.2 359 299 0.95 1.2 408 340 0.94 
2.0 382 191 0.97 2.0 408 204 0.96 
5.0 375 75 0.95 6.0 544 90.7 0.95 








1.0 204 204 1.01 1.0 204 204 1.01 
2.0 204 102 1.03 2.0 204 102 1.05 
4.0 204 51 1.07 4.0 204 51 1.07 
 
0.667 
1.0 204 204 1.00 1.0 204 204 0.99 
2.0 204 102 1.06 2.0 204 102 1.05 
4.0 204 51 1.07 4.0 204 51 1.07 
 
0.571 
1.0 204 204 1.00 1.0 204 204 1.00 
2.0 204 102 1.04 2.0 204 102 1.04 








Table 3.9.  Values of Required Parameters Used in Simulating the Experimental Results 
of Stipho (1978). 
Constants Isotropic Anisotropic 
  0.14 0.17 
  0.05 0.02 
ν 0.3 0.3 
Mc, Me 1.05, 0.78 1.17, 0.84 
Nc, Ne 0.70, 0.66 0.99, 0.72 
w 24 24 
c 0 0 
s 2 2 













Table 3.10.  Values of Initial Conditions Used in Simulating the Experimental Results of 
Chin and Liu (1997). 
 
Constants  
Compression  Extension  

















I  1.0  4.62  4.62  1.0  1.0  4.62  4.62  1.0  
2.0  2.39  4.78  1.0  2.0  2.39  4.78  1.0  
 
A  
1.0  4.20  4.20  1.01  1.0  4.90  4.90  1.08  
2.03  2.63  5.26  1.08  2.0  2.63  5.26  1.05  













Table 3.11.  Values of Required Parameters Used in Simulating the Experimental Results 
of Chin and Liu (1997). 
Constants  Isotropic  Anisotropic  
   0.17  0.17  
   0.02  0.02  
ν  0.3  0.3  
Mc, Me  1.3, 0.97  1.11, 0.92  
Nc, Ne  1.57, 1.27  1.05, 1.05  
w  1  38  
c  0.65  0.3  
s  2  3  



























I  4.0  1.0  4.0  1.01  
A 4.0  1.0  4.0  1.01 
 
 
Table 3.13.  Values of Required Parameters Used in Simulating the Experimental Results 
of Hsiao (1992). 
Constants  Isotropic  Anisotropic  
   0.17  0.17  
   0.02  0.02  
ν  0.3  0.3  
Mc, Me  1.3, 0.97  1.11, 0.92  
Nc, Ne  1.57, 1.27  1.05, 1.05  
w  1  38  
c  0.65  0.3  
s  2  3  





Table 3.14.  Values of Initial Conditions Used in Simulating the Site 1 (Cheng-De Park) 
Experimental Results of Liu (2004). 
 
Constants  
Compression  Extension  



















1  1.57 2.406  0.884  1  1.56  2.40  0.884  
2  2.29  2.64  1.098  2  2.30  2.64  1.098  




Table 3.15.  Values of Initial Conditions Used in Simulating the Site 2 (Shih Pai Junior 
High School) Experimental Results of Liu (2004). 
 
Constants  
Compression  Extension  



















1  0.99  1.605  1.51  1  1.18  1.64  1.04  
2  1.41  1.64  1.24  2  1.41  1.645  1.27  








Table 3.16.  Values of Required Parameters Used in Simulating the Experimental Results 
of Liu (2004). 
Constants  PLAXIS CALBR8  
   0.17  0.17  
   0.02  0.02  
ν  0.3  0.3  
Mc, Me  1.11, 0.92  1.11, 0.92  
Nc, Ne  1.05, 1.05  1.05, 0.85  
w  38  38  
c  0.3  0.3  
s  3  3  












Figure. 3.1. Original Cam-clay Model Yield Surface in p'-q Space. The Parameter M is 
the Slope of the Critical State Line (CSL), after Roscoe et al. (1963). 
 
 
Figure. 3.2. Modified Cam-clay Model Yield Surface in p'-q Space. The Parameter M is 











Figure 3.3. Schematic Relationship of the Mapping Rule Together with the Bounding 






Figure 3.4. Radial Mapping Rule and of the Composite Form of the Bounding Surface in 
Stress Invariants Space (after Kaliakin and Dafalias, 1991). 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Radial Mapping Rule and of the Single Ellipse Form of the Bounding Surface 








Figure 3.6. Bounding Surface and Plastic Potential Surface in Stress Invariants Space 









Figure 3.7. Triaxial Test Modeled by Two Triangular Elements with Boundary 








Figure 3.8(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress Paths for the Data of Wroth 










Figure 3.8(b). Simulated and Experimental Stress-Strain Response for the Data of Wroth 










Figure 3.8(c). Simulated and Experimental Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of 










Figure 3.9(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress Paths for the Data of 










Figure 3.9(b). Simulated and Experimental Stress-Strain Response for the Data of 










Figure 3.9(c). Simulated and Experimental Stress-Strain Response for the Data of 










Figure 3.9(d). Simulated and Experimental Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of 










Figure 3.9(e). Simulated and Experimental Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of 










Figure 3.10(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress Paths for the Data of 










Figure 3.10(b). Simulated and Experimental Stress-Strain Response for the Data of 










Figure 3.10(c). Simulated and Experimental Stress-Strain Response for the Data of 










Figure 3.10(d). Simulated and Experimental Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data 










Figure 3.10(e). Simulated and Experimental Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data 







Figure 3.11(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress Paths for the Data of 




Figure 3.11(b). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Compression Stress-Strain 
Behavior and Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of Stipho (1978) (after Jiang et 




Figure 3.11(c). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Extension Stress-Strain Behavior 
and Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of Stipho (1978) (after Jiang et al., 2012): 





Figure 3.12(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress Paths for the Data of 




Figure 3.12(b). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Compression Stress-Strain 
Behavior and Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of Stipho (1978) (after Jiang et 




Figure 3.12(c). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Extension Stress-Strain Behavior 
and Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of Stipho (1978) (after Jiang et al., 2012): 




Figure. 3.13(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress Paths for the Data of 




Figure 3.13(b). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Compression Stress-Strain 
Behavior and Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of Stipho (1978) (after Jiang et 




Figure 3.13(c). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Extension Stress-Strain Behavior 
and Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of Stipho (1978) (after Jiang et al., 2012): 





Figure 3.14(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress Paths for the Data of 




Figure 3.14(b). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Compression Stress-Strain 
Behavior and Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of Stipho (1978) (after Jiang et 





Figure 3.14(c). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Extension Stress-Strain Behavior 
and Pore Pressure-Strain Response for the Data of Stipho (1978) (after Jiang et al., 2012): 











Figure 3.15(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress Paths for the Data of Chin 














Figure 3.15(b). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the 













Figure 3.16(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress Paths for the Data of Liu 













Figure 3.16(b). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the 














Figure 3.16(c). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the 






Figure 3.17(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the 
Data of Hsiao (1992).
  
Figure 3.17(b). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the 




Figure 3.17(c). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the 
Data of Hsiao (1992).
  
Figure 3.17(d). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the 




Figure 3.17(e). Simulated Undrained Pore Pressure-Strain Behavior Between Calbr8 and 
Plaxis for the Data of Hsiao (1992): In Compressions.
  
Figure 3.17(f). Simulated Undrained Pore Pressure-Strain Behavior Between Calbr8 and 
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(c)   
 (d)  
 
Figure 3.18 (continued). Simulated Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the Data of Liu 
(2004): Site 1. 
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(e)   
 (f)  
 
Figure 3.18 (continued). Simulated Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the Data of Liu 











 (d)  
 
Figure 3.19 (continued). Simulated Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the Data of Liu 




 (f)  
 
Figure 3.19 (continued). Simulated Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the Data of Liu 




APPLICATION OF CONSTITUTIVE MODELS IN FINITE 
ELEMENT EXCAVATION ANALYSES 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 During the past few decades, deep excavations were simulated using various finite 
element software packages and soil constitutive models (e.g., Osaimi and Clough, 1979; 
Yong et al., 1989; Finno et al., 1991; Whittle et al. 1993; Ou and Lai, 1994; Ou et al. 
1998; Finno et al. 2002; Kung 2010, among others). Although these analyses, in general, 
simulated the trend of the ground response induced by deep excavations, most of them 
were based on relatively simple constitutive models that might not have the capability to 
realistically describe ground movements due to complex characteristics of soils. For this 
reason, the application of the advanced bounding surface models (Kaliakin and Dafalias, 
1990; Ling et al., 2002; Jiang and Ling, 2010; Jiang et al., 2012), in finite element 
excavation analyses should be further explored. 
 Given the fact that undrained conditions commonly exist in many low 
permeability clays, simplifications were frequently made in many of the aforementioned 
excavation analyses. In particular, some did not consider the coupling between pore fluid 
flow and stresses; i.e., coupled stress-flow analyses were not performed. Although the 
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results from some analyses suggested and confirmed that drainage of pore water was not 
a significant factor affecting soil movements within a regulated and usual time frame of 
an excavation (i.e., Whittle et al., 1993; Dang, 2009; Kung, 2010), it is preferable to use 
coupled stress-flow analysis for simulating deep excavations so that the effect of drainage 
during construction would be incorporated, thus leading to a more appropriate analysis. 
 This chapter presents the application of enhanced anisotropic bounding surface 
models with associative (Ling et al., 2002) and non-associative flow rules (Jiang et al., 
2009; Jiang and Ling, 2010; Jiang et al., 2012) and isotropic (Kaliakin and Dafalias, 1990) 
versions of bounding surface model, implemented in PLAXIS, for simulating ground 
movements when subjected to deep excavations. The finite element procedures of deep 
excavation analyses are presented. Several well-documented excavation case histories are 
analyzed in this chapter. A brief overview of these case histories and excavation activities 
are presented for the purpose of finite element excavation analyses. 
 This study should be considered as an initial attempt to apply the enhanced 
anisotropic and isotropic versions of the bounding surface model (with both associative 
and non-associative flow rules) to deep excavation analyses. The simulated results were 
compared with actual field instrumentation records to evaluate the capabilities and 
limitations of these advanced bounding surface models. It should be noted that 
difficulties in achieving realistic simulations can be caused by many factors, such as 
initial conditions in the ground, uncertainties in material properties (i.e., sand, silts, fill, 
and till), idealized construction sequences, other idealized assumptions, limitations of 
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FEM software, etc.  The goal of the present study is to provide valuable information for 
future deep excavation simulations and designs. 
 In addition to the different versions of the bounding surface model, the Sekiguchi-
Ohta model (Sekiguchi and Ohta, 1977; Iizuka and Ohta, 1987) was also used to simulate 
clay deformations. The Sekiguchi-Ohta model has been used rather widely (at least 
regionally) and is simpler in scope than the bounding surface model. The numerical 
simulations conducted by using the Sekiguchi-Ohta model were compared with those 
obtained using by the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface models and with field 
observations for further insights into the capability of these models. 
 
4.2 PROCEDURES OF DEEP EXCAVATION ANALYSES 
 For the purpose of numerical simulations using the different versions of the 
bounding surface model, the deep excavation sites are documented in this section. 
Subsequently, the finite element procedures used to perform numerical simulations of 
excavations in PLAXIS are illustrated. 
Evaluation of the Sekiguchi-Ohta model (inviscid time-independent behavior) by 
simulating triaxial tests is presented in this section, prior to its application in finite 
element excavation analysis for comparison. 
Note that evaluation of bounding surface models has been done in the previous 
chapter. The analytical results simulated by the enhanced anisotropic and isotropic 
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versions of bounding surface model, as well as those simulated by the Sekiguchi-Ohta 
model are presented below and compared with one another and with actual field 
measurements. 
 
4.2.1 DEEP EXCAVATION SITES DESCRIPTIONS 
 Three documented deep excavation sites are considered. They include the Taipei 
National Enterprise Center, the Convention Center at the Taipei World Trade Center 
(WTC) Complex, and the Garage at Post Office Square, Boston. 
 The first two sites were constructed in the Taipei basin. The selections of the first 
two sites were due to the rapid development of Taipei city, and the demand for a 
comprehensive understanding of the deep excavation induced ground response for the 
purpose of designing of the fast growing major construction needs. Note that Taipei city 
is the capital and the largest city of Taiwan with a population of about 2.6 million. Taipei 
city, New Taipei city, and Keelung together form the Taipei metropolitan area with a 
massive population of 6.9 million (see Figure 4.1). Also, the selections were motivated 
by the successful calibrations of the enhanced anisotropic soil constitutive model for 
Taipei silty clay, as described in Chapter 3. 
 The third site was in the Boston area, one of the oldest cities in the United States 
with a population of 0.6 million (see Figure 4.2). The selection of this site was due to the 
fact that both the Boston area and Taipei city have extensive deposits of clay, and the 
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chosen excavation sites were located in close proximity to many existing structures, 
where the performance of deep excavations is of momentous concern. It is also 
interesting to note that the index properties of Taipei silty clay are not much different 
from those of Boston blue clay (Chin et al., 2007). The Boston site has also been 
analyzed by Whittle et al. (1993) using a different version of the anisotropic bounding 
surface model (Whittle et al., 1990, 1992, 1994). The consideration of the Boston site 
thus provides valuable information for future simulation of excavations in similar soil 
deposits. 
 
Taipei National Enterprise Center 
 The Taipei National Enterprise Center (TNEC) is an eighteen-story building with 
five basement levels, located in the Taipei basin. Constructed in 1991, the TNEC building 
occupies a plan area of 3,500 m
2
 in the northeastern part of Taipei city, and is bounded by 
the intersections of Nanjing East, Jixiang and Bade Roads. The width of the construction 
site is 43 m; the lengths of the northern and southern edges are 61 m and 106 m, 
respectively. Figures 4.3 (a & b) show the map and plan view with the instrumentation 
arrangement, respectively, of the TNEC site. 
 The soil stratigraphy around the site was formed by a thick Sungshan (alluvium) 
formation lying above the Chingmei gravel formation. The thickness of the Sungshan 
formation typically ranges from 40 to 50 m. Figure 4.4 shows an averaged profile of 
subsurface stratigraphy for the constructed site. The foundation of the TNEC site was 
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constructed by using the top-down construction method, in which the retaining structure 
was supported by a 15 cm thick solid concrete floor slab. A 90 cm thick and 35 m deep 
diaphragm wall was used as the retaining structure. During the construction, each 
excavation was performed by removing the soil from beneath the most recently 
constructed slab. The final depth of excavation was 19.7 m below the ground surface. 
 Detailed documentation of the excavation activities, field measurements, and 
other relevant information for the TNEC site can be found in Ou et al. (1998, 2000) and 
in Kung (2010). Wall movements and ground surface settlements were monitored 
through five inclinometers and three extensometers, which were installed behind the 
retaining wall along the observation section. The monitored data of wall displacements 
and ground surface settlements are shown in Figures 4.5 (a & b). The maximum wall 
deflection was 10.6 cm, which occurred at about the final depth of excavation. The 
maximum ground surface settlement was 78 mm, which occurred at about 13 m behind 
the retaining wall. The full construction sequence for the TNEC site is listed in Table 4.1.  
 
International Convention Center Complex 
 The Convention Center at the Taipei World Trade Center (WTC) Complex, 
located in the eastern part of the Taipei basin bounded by the intersection of Keelung and 
Hsinyi Roads, is comprised of an exhibition hall, Convention Center, office building, 
hotel and underground parking garage. Figures 4.6 (a & b) show the map and the 
geometry, and instrumentation of the WTC complex site, respectively. The exhibition 
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hall was a seven-story (36 m tall) building with a two-story basement. The office building 
is thirty-three stories high with a three-story basement. The Convention Center, which is 
the focus of this study, was a steel frame building with ten stories above and two stories 
below ground level. The Convention Center building occupied a plan area of 14,750 m
2
. 
Note that the response due to deep excavation of the Convention Center was assumed not 
to be affected by the construction activities at the WTC complex.  
 Figure 4.7 shows an averaged profile of subsurface stratigraphy of the 
construction site. A mat foundation was constructed with the basement floor slabs (about 
18 cm thick) bracing the diaphragm wall, in which the retaining structure was supported 
by three levels of pre-stressed H-section steel struts. Similarly, a reinforced concrete 
diaphragm wall, 90 cm thick and 28 m deep, was used as a retaining structure. Each 
excavation was performed by removing the soil from beneath the most recently 
constructed strut or berm. The final depth of excavation was 12.1 m below the ground 
surface.  
 The actual record of site activities, from June 1987 to January 1988, and 
investigation of the soil movements due to deep excavation at the site were reported by 
Moh & Associates (1986, 1989). The lateral wall movements were monitored by three 
inclinometers cast within the wall and centrally located on the south, west and north sides 
of the site. The ground surface settlements were measured by optical survey of over 
seventy reference points. Figures 4.8 (a & b) show the wall displacements and ground 
surface settlements of the site. The maximum wall deflection was 10.6 cm, which 
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occurred at about 2 m below the ground surface. The maximum ground surface 
settlement was 7.8 cm, which occurred at about 1.3 m behind the retaining wall. The full 
construction sequence of the WTC site is listed in Table 4.2. 
 
Garage at Post Office Square, Boston (Whittle et al., 1993) 
 The Garage at Post Office Square, Boston, was constructed in the heart of 
Boston's financial district, located at the intersection of Milk, Congress, Pearl and Water 
Streets under the landmark Norman B. Leventhal Park. Figures 4.9 (a & b) show the map 
view and geometry and instrumentation of the Garage at the Boston Post Office Square 
site, respectively. The site occupied a plan area of 6,880 m
2
 (approximately 116 m x 61 
m), and was adjacent to existing buildings up to 40 stories tall. Due to the fact that the 
majority of the existing buildings around the excavation were supported on shallow 
foundations, the net surcharge to the foundation soils was relatively insignificant. The site 
was previously occupied by a parking garage, two stories above and one story below 
ground level, which was demolished in 1988. 
 The soil layers in Boston typically include a fill layer at the top, silt or sand 
deposits, a thick clay deposit, glacial deposits, and/or bedrock. The thickness of layers 
varies by location. Figure 4.10 shows an averaged profile of subsurface stratigraphy of 
the constructed site. Each excavation was performed by removing the soil from beneath 
the most recent floor installation or berm. A 90 cm thick reinforced concrete diaphragm 
wall, which extended down into the bedrock to 21 m below the ground surface, was used 
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as the permanent retaining system. The excavation sequence was described by Whittle et 
al. (1993), based on the actual record of site activities. The final depth of excavation was 
about 16.8 m below the ground surface. 
 The monitored data of wall displacement and ground surface settlement for stage 
28 (Whittle et al., 1993) are shown in Figures 4.11 (a & b). The lateral wall movements 
were monitored by a series of thirteen inclinometers cast within the retaining wall and the 
ground surface settlements were measured by optical survey. The maximum wall 
deflection was about 55 mm, which occurred at about 7 m below the ground surface, and 
the maximum ground surface settlement was 5 cm, which occurred at about 90 cm behind 
the retaining wall. The full construction sequence of the Garage at Boston Post Office 
Square Boston site is listed in Table 4.3. The simulated ground movements and 
piezometric elevations of the site, as presented by Whittle et al. (1993), are used 
subsequently for comparison. 
 
4.2.2 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF DEEP EXCAVATIONS 
 Conventional deep excavations involve sequences such as installation of a 
diaphragm wall, gradual excavations to specific elevations (with or without a berm), strut 
installation, pre-stressing, etc. Since field monitoring of the three sites started prior to 
excavation, the subsurface conditions at the site, soil properties, ground water condition, 
and time-history of construction activities, among others, were well-documented. 
Therefore, the excavation geometry of the site, stratigraphy, structural properties, and 
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initial ground water conditions were determined based on the data collected prior to 
construction. Note that the exact method of excavation (e.g., front-end loader, bulldozer, 
etc.) is often not recorded throughout the construction period; therefore, some 
simplification of the exact method of excavation in finite element analysis is inevitable. 
Given that the three sites under consideration were geometrically symmetrical, the 
solution domains consisted of one-half of the entire excavation. The distances behind the 
wall were defined to be about four times larger than the final depth of excavation; any 
larger distances did not significantly affect the simulated ground movements. The 
construction sequence for each site was simulated using "Stage Construction" loading 
inputs in PLAXIS, with a maximum of 250 time steps and an error tolerance of 0.01.  In 
all cases the actual reported construction history was followed (Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3).  
Consequently, a realistic simulation of various excavation activities was realized by 
deactivating or reactivating loads, volume meshes or structural objects as created in the 
geometry input. Note that this study is considered as an initial attempt to apply the 
enhanced anisotropic and isotropic versions of the bounding surface model (with both 
associative and non-associative flow rules) to deep excavation analyses, thus the three 
sites were idealized as plane strain two-dimensional conditions. Although excavations are 
considered three-dimensional in nature, significant lessons in analysis of deep excavation 
could still be learned when careful treatments of two-dimensional finite element 
excavation analysis were conducted (see Section 2.2.2). 
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 The clay soils were characterized by the implemented bounding surface models, 
as well as by the Sekiguchi-Ohta model that is built-in to PLAXIS. Due to the lack of 
laboratory test data for all the clays, the behavior of other soil materials was characterized 
by an elasto-plastic model using a Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion. The material properties 
for soils at the three sites are summarized in Tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. The model 
parameters for the bounding surface models are identical to those used in the model 
calibration and validations presented in Chapter 3, and are listed in Tables 3.11 and 4.7 
for Taipei silty clay and Boston Blue clay, respectively. The Sekiguchi-Ohta model 
requires only values of the traditional parameters, while the advanced bounding surface 
models that account for more characteristics require the values of traditional parameters 
and additional ones calibrated as described in Chapter 3. The struts, slabs, and diaphragm 
walls, were described as linear elastic materials and discretized using one-dimensional 
line elements. The associated input parameters are listed in Tables 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10. 
 The PLAXIS program features coupled-stress analysis by selecting the "Coupled-
Consolidation" calculation type, where the governing equations of consolidation follow 
Biot's consolidation theory (Biot, 1956). Considering the fact that either there were very 
small changes in groundwater level as excavation activities continued, or dewatering of 
the sites was performed using shallow sumps within the excavation, practical results 
could be obtained by assuming the initial groundwater level behind the excavation 
throughout the simulations. Note that it is rare to find finite element analyses of deep 
excavations where the groundwater level changes during construction. 
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 Since the sites were simulated under plane strain conditions with only half of the 
entire excavation geometry, the bottom of the mesh was fixed both horizontally and 
vertically while the top of the mesh was free to move. Roller boundary conditions were 
applied to the left and right sides of the mesh. In addition, the right boundary, along the 
retaining wall that enclosed water outside, was assumed to be a "no flow" boundary (due 
to symmetry). The bottom and left boundaries, considered as "far field", were treated as a 
constant flow boundary. Note that in general, the groundwater flow regimes beneath the 
construction sites were difficult to estimate. Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 present the finite 
element meshes and boundary conditions of the three sites. Six-noded triangular elements 
(quadratic in displacement; linear in pressure) were adopted as the basic type of element 
to model soil layers and other volume meshes. Note that mesh sensitivity analyses were 
performed before deciding on the finer mesh densities. Use of higher mesh densities 
would increase CPU time and did not significantly affect the simulated results. 
Additionally, it was observed that very fine mesh densities might lead to a lack of 
convergence. The overall meshes for each analysis consisted of approximately 1,000 
elements, with about 6,000 nodal degrees of freedom. Finally, note that the diaphragm 
wall installation was assumed to have not disturbed the surrounding soils. 
 During the construction period, field results such as wall displacements, ground 
surface settlements and retaining wall bending moments, among others, were monitored 
and reported (Moh & Associates, 1989; Moh and Chin, 1991; Whittle et al., 1993; Ou et 
al., 1998). The analytical results simulated by the different versions of bounding surface 
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model, as well as those simulated by the Sekiguchi-Ohta model, are compared to these 
field measurements and presented in the subsequent sections. 
 
4.2.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF TRIAXIAL TESTS USING THE 
SEKIGUCHI-OHTA MODEL 
 Finite element modeling of triaxial tests using the Sekiguchi-Ohta model followed 
the same procedure as described in Section 3.4.2. Undrained simulations were carried out 
for different over-consolidation ratios under triaxial compression and extension shearing 
modes for Taipei silty clay. The comparisons of model simulations and test data are 
shown in Figures 4.15 (a) to 4.16 (c). The results of this comparison showed that the 
agreement between model simulations and measurements was less satisfactory as 
compared to the more advanced bounding surface models. The difference between the 
model simulations and experimental results could be partially attributed to the lack of 
model calibrations and verifications specifically for Taipei silty clay. The fact that the 
Sekiguchi-Ohta model was simpler than the bounding surface model also contributed to 
the lack of agreement. 
 Even though there was inconsistency in the simulated and experimental results, 
the application of the Sekiguchi-Ohta model still facilitates a more thorough 
understanding of the advanced bounding surface models, and also provides insights for 
evaluating the capabilities and limitations of the different versions of the bounding 
surface model. Note that the Sekiguchi-Ohta model has been extensively used in Japan 
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and worldwide because of its availability in the PLAXIS software package. Further 
details regarding the framework of this model can be found in the literature (i.e., 
Sekiguchi and Ohta, 1977; Iizuka and Ohta, 1987). 
 
4.3 SIMULATION OF DEEP EXCAVATION 
 The numerical schemes followed to simulate the deep excavation induced soil 
movements at each site (Moh & Associates, 1986, 1989; Moh and Chin, 1991; Whittle et 
al., 1993; Ou et al., 1998) were described in Section 4.2.2. Simulated lateral wall 
deflections, ground surface settlements, retaining wall bending moments, piezometric 
elevations, strain distributions, and strut forces are presented in this section. Where 
possible, these quantities are compared to similar values measured in the field. Such 
comparisons are used to evaluate the capabilities and limitations of the advanced 
bounding surface models. 
 
4.3.1 Taipei National Enterprise Center (TNEC) 
 In the comparisons, the open-discrete symbols represent field measurements, 
while lines (or closed-discrete dots) depict the simulated results. For the TNEC site, 
Figures 4.17 (a) to 4.18 (c) present the comparisons between field measurements and 
simulated results by the enhanced anisotropic (with non-associative and associative flow 
rules), enhanced model that degenerates to the isotropic version, and the isotropic version 
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of the bounding surface model. Given the fact that the simulated results matched closely 
to the measured data, the agreement between the model simulations and measurements 
are considered satisfactory, especially for the enhanced anisotropic version of model. 
However, the numerical displacements of the retaining wall and ground surface 
settlements at the earlier stages were overestimated. 
 The simulated results also indicated that there were slight differences in results 
between the non-associative and associative versions of the enhanced anisotropic model, 
especially for the later stages in ground settlements (stage 5 and beyond). This is 
reasonable because the non-associative model is able to capture the softening of Taipei 
silty clay, which would have very little effect in the deep excavation simulations where 
the soil behavior was far from a post failure state. On the other hand, the isotropic version 
of the bounding surface model appeared to have underestimated the lateral wall 
displacements and ground surface settlements at the later stages.  
The retaining wall bending moments were well captured by all models. Note that 
the settlements at a large distance behind the retaining wall did not decrease sharply as 
did the field measurements. The simulations gave reasonable estimates of the settlements 
at later stages of the excavation (e.g., stages 11 and 13). The overestimated ground 
settlements at earlier stages were likely attributed to the idealization of the actual site 
sections in using the finite element method, and hence overestimated the effect of 
settlements beyond the distance where the maximum settlement occurred. The results 




 Figures 4.19 (a) to 4.20 (c) compare the simulations obtained using the enhanced 
anisotropic bounding surface model and Sekiguchi-Ohta (SO) model with field 
measurements. The Sekiguchi-Ohta model overestimated both the lateral wall 
displacements and ground surface settlements. These results could be attributed to the 
fact that this model did not adopt a bounding surface (i.e., it is a classical elasto-plastic 
model in which there is an abrupt change from elastic to plastic response). Overall, the 
results showed that the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model with non-
associative flow rule provides better results than those given by the Sekiguchi-Ohta 
model. 
 Figures 4.21 (a) to 4.25 (g) present the simulations of the engineering shear strain 
distributions using the different versions of the bounding surface model and the 
Sekiguchi-Ohta model. The simulations showed that  the magnitude and the development 
of shear strains between the different versions of bounding surface model were similar 
and consistent with each other. An increase in the shear strains, mostly near the retaining 
wall, as the excavation depth increased was observed throughout the excavation. This is 
reasonable, since soils contiguous to the retaining wall were expected to undergo the 
largest shear strains. The shear strains simulated using the Sekiguchi-Ohta model were 
larger than those simulated using the advanced bounding surface models. The increase 
was likely attributed to the lack of a bounding surface. As discussed in Section 4.2.3, the 
issue could also be attributed to the lack of agreement between simulations and 
experimental data for Taipei silty clay. 
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 Figures 4.26 (a to e) summarize the strut force in each stage obtained using the 
different versions of bounding surface model and the Sekiguchi-Ohta model. The 
supports were subject to compression stresses. The results showed that the supporting 
forces from the near-surface struts decreased as the excavation depth increased. The 
changes in supporting force from the near-surface strut became less significant as 
excavation went beyond stage 9. Similar patterns of force development were observed for 
all models. The measured strut forces ranged from 213.4-749.0 kN/m at the final stage of 
excavation, while the simulated results ranged from 127.9-404.8 kN/m. Overall, the 
simulated force in struts were satisfactory considering the fact that the finite element 
analyses were a two-dimensional idealization of a three-dimensional problem. Note that 
very limited field observations regarding strut loads were reported in the literature, 
consequently only the simulated results were shown here. 
 
4.3.2 International Convention Center Complex 
 Figures 4.27 (a-n) show the comparisons between simulated results by the four 
versions of the bounding surface model and field measurements for the Convention 
Center at the World Trade Center Complex. The open-discrete symbols represent the 
field measurements, the lines (or filled-discrete symbols) depict the simulated results. 
 The numerical results from the four implemented bounding surface models 
generally did not show satisfactory agreement with the field measurements. The lack of 
agreement was manifest by the overestimation of horizontal displacement at the earlier 
stages, and the vertical settlements at the later stages of excavation. The simulated results 
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were in good agreement with lateral deflections near the ground surface, but over-
estimated the ground movements for depths below 5 m. The discrepancy between the 
simulated and measured lateral deflections implied that the lower clay layer could be 
stiffer than the documented properties. The results also showed that there was a 
systematic over-estimation of the ground surface settlements, especially at distances 
greater than 9 m behind the retaining wall. This issue could be partially attributed to the 
fill strata, lying around the surface ground, which were characterized by a simple soil 
model. The simplification of the geometry from a three-dimensional to a two-dimensional 
configuration could also attribute to the difference. Also, another likely cause of the 
mismatch between the simulated results and the field measurements was the idealized 
nature of the section site during excavation. The results also indicated that there were no 
significant differences between the simulations obtained using the non-associative and 
associative versions of the enhanced model. 
 The comparisons between results simulated using the enhanced anisotropic 
bounding surface model and the Sekiguchi-Ohta model and field measurements are 
presented in Figures 4.29 (a to n). The results indicated that the Sekiguchi-Ohta model 
overestimated both the lateral wall deflections and the ground surface settlements when 
compared to the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model with non-associative flow 
rule. It was observed that the Sekiguchi-Ohta model over-estimated the maximum lateral 
deformation by up to 28% at the location where the maximum lateral deflection was 
recorded. It also became evident that, in most instances, the results simulated by the 
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enhanced anisotropic version of the bounding surface model were in better agreement 
with the field measurements than those simulated using the Sekiguchi-Ohta model. 
 Figures 4.28 (a to i) and 4.30 (a to i) show the comparison between the lateral soil 
deflections (2 m behind the South wall) between the different versions of bounding 
surface model, the Sekiguchi-Ohta model, and field measurements. The results were 
generally consistent with previous comparisons (e.g., as shown in Figures 4.27 (a to n) 
and 4.29 (a to n)). Similar results were obtained for the different versions of bounding 
surface model, except that the isotropic version of the model tended to under-estimate the 
lateral displacement. There was good agreement in the top of the ground deflection at the 
later stages of the excavation (beyond stage 10). Note that the data showed a noticeable 
outward lateral deflection at a depth of 30 m below the ground, even at the beginning of 
excavation. A maximum outward lateral deflection was recorded to be about 20 mm, 
which occurred 30 m below the ground surface in stage 6. These measurements were not 
physically rational and thus point to the possibility that the instrumentation may have 
been damaged. Incorrect signal detection and data conversions may also have contributed 
to the less-than-satisfactory agreement between the simulations and field measurements. 
 The simulations of the engineering shear strain distributions using the different 
versions of the bounding surface model and Sekiguchi-Ohta model are presented in 
Figures 4.31 (a) to 4.35 (i). Similar magnitudes of shear strains were observed for the 
different versions of bounding surface model. An increase in the shear strains as the 
excavation depth increased was observed, especially near and beneath the retaining wall. 
This trend continued in the subsequent excavation stages, and the simulations were in 
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good agreement between all models. The results simulated using the Sekiguchi-Ohta 
model also clearly show that the model over-estimates the shear strain as compared to the 
different versions of the advanced bounding surface model. The conservative simulations 
were likely attributed to the lack of a bounding surface and the inaccuracy associated 
with verification of the model as applied to Taipei silty clay. 
 Figures 4.36 (a to e) summarize the strut forces in each construction stage using 
the different versions of bounding surface model and the Sekiguchi-Ohta model. The 
supports were subject to compressive stresses. There was an increase in the near-surface 
supporting force from the stage 6 to 7; it subsequently decreased as the excavation 
continued. Similar trends of strut force development were observed for all models. Only 
the simulated results were shown here due to the inadequate field measurements of such 
forces. 
 
4.3.3 Garage at Post Office Square, Boston (Whittle et al., 1993) 
 Figures 4.37 (a) to 4.39 (b) compare settlement, lateral deflection, and 
piezometric elevation results simulated by the different versions of the bounding surface 
model with field measurements for the Garage at Post Office Square, Boston. In the 
comparisons, the open-discrete symbols represent the field measurements, while the lines 
(or closed-discrete symbols) represent the simulated results. It is evident that the wall 
deflections were realistically simulated by the bounding surface models. The simulations 
were in good agreement with measured ground surface settlements at early stages of 
excavation. Although reasonable simulations were obtained for the later stages (e.g., 
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stages 19 and 28), the measured data are scattered and larger than the simulated results. 
The difference between the measured and simulated settlements was most likely 
attributed to the idealization of the soil properties and representation of the site section 
due to the lack of laboratory test data except for the clay. The behavior of the near-
surface fill or pavement materials could also be a possible cause of the lack of good 
agreement.  
 Both the simulated and measured piezometric elevations showed small changes as 
compared to the initial values. The results showed that satisfactory agreement between 
the simulations and field measurements was obtained. The results also indicated that the 
differences between the non-associative and associative versions of the enhanced model 
were negligible. 
 Figures 4.40 (a) to 4.42 (b) compare the simulated settlements, lateral deflections, 
and piezometric elevations for the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model and the 
Sekiguchi-Ohta model, with field measurements. Since the site was previously analyzed 
by Whittle et al. (1993) using a different version of the anisotropic bounding surface 
(MIT-E3) model (discussed in Section 4.2.1), the results of these simulations were also 
included in these figures. Satisfactory agreement between the simulations and 
measurements were obtained for both models. However, the results showed that the 
Sekiguchi-Ohta model was slightly more conservative when compared to the enhanced 
anisotropic bounding surface model with non-associative flow rule. There was excellent 
agreement between the simulated and measured results of piezometric levels for the 
enhanced anisotropic and Sekiguchi-Ohta models. It could also be seen that the results 
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presented by Whittle et al. (1993) were the most conservative in terms of ground surface 
settlements and piezometric elevations. However, the simulations by the enhanced 
anisotropic bounding surface model showed a better agreement with the field 
observations. 
 Figures 4.43 (a) to 4.47 (c) present the engineering shear strain distributions 
obtained using different versions of the bounding surface model and the Sekiguchi-Ohta 
model. There was good agreement in the results obtained with the different models. The 
results showed that the trends and the development of shear strains between all of the 
models were similar. An increase in the shear strains in the vicinity of the wall was also 
observed throughout the excavation. The shear strains simulated using the Sekiguchi-
Ohta model were larger than those obtained using the advanced bounding surface models. 
The increase was likely due to the lack of a bounding surface in the Sekiguchi-Ohta 
model, and the lack of good and the idealizations obtained using the model. 
 Figures 4.48 (a to e) summarize the strut force in each stage of excavation using 
the different versions of the bounding surface model and the Sekiguchi-Ohta model. The 
supports were subjected to the compressive stresses. Overall, the results showed a good 
agreement between all the models. The largest strut force was observed in the 5th strut in 
stage 28. It was also found that the Sekiguchi-Ohta model was conservative and 
simulated strut forces that were up to 6.4% larger than the results simulated by the 
advanced bounding surface models. Due to insufficient observations involving strut force 





 This chapter described the application of the isotropic and enhanced anisotropic 
versions of the bounding surface model in investigating deep excavation induced 
response of two excavation sites located in Taipei city, and one in the Boston area. The 
information from the excavation sites and the assumptions used in developing 
mathematical models for finite element analyses were documented, in terms of actual 
records (if applicable), physical explanations, and interpretations, for the purpose of 
numerical simulation. 
 Comparisons were made between simulated and measured results and the level of 
agreement ascertained. It is concluded that the application of the anisotropic bounding 
surface model to deep excavations has been successful, and the capability and limitations 
of the model were evaluated through comparisons with other models and with field 
measurements.  The results indicated that it was possible to successfully simulate deep 
excavation. Similar accuracy has been obtained for the results simulated by the enhanced 
anisotropic and isotropic versions of the bounding surface model. This is reasonable 
because all the advanced bounding surface models are based on the same framework of 
bounding surface plasticity and critical state theory.  Since the aim of the non-associative 
model is to capture the post failure softening, the difference between the non-associative 
and associative versions of the enhanced anisotropic model in finite element excavation 
analyses was rather negligible. Similar magnitudes of shear strains were observed for the 
different versions of bounding surface model, while the Sekiguchi-Ohta model 
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systematically over-estimated the shear strain. The comparison between the simulated 
force in the struts and field measurements was generally satisfactory. 
 It can be seen that the overall agreement of the simulations by the enhanced 
anisotropic bounding surface model with field measurements was satisfactory for the 
TNEC and Post Office Square sites, while there was a less satisfactory agreement for the 
WTC site. The less satisfactory agreement for the WTC site could partially be explained 
by uncertainties in the properties of the bottom clay layer, as well as by possible 
instrumentation error. Furthermore, the overall agreement of the simulations obtained 
using the advanced bounding surface models was better than that obtained using the 
Sekiguchi-Ohta model. It was confirmed that the adoption of the bounding surface can 
significantly improve finite element simulation capability in excavation. 
In summary, the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model has demonstrated 
its potential in engineering applications for realistically describing the ground response 
induced by deep excavations. The comparisons also revealed the better simulation 
capability of the enhanced bounding surface model than that of the Sekiguchi-Ohta model. 
The realistic simulations of soil response could directly provide better design 
methodologies for all construction activities. Although the simulation of deep excavation 
is an encouraging first application of the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model, 
further applications of the model should be pursued on additional excavation sites with 
more complicated boundary value problems, that will further investigate the impact and 
usefulness of the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model. To improve the 
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simulation, behavior of other soil layers should also be modeled using advanced models 
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Construct diaphragm wall 
Construct pile foundation 
Excavate to elevation of -2.8 m 
Install H300 x 300 x 10 x 15 sections at first strut level  
(elevation of -2 m), preload = 784.8 kN per strut 
 
Excavate to elevation of -4.9 m 
Cast floor slab (B1F) at elevation of -3.5 m 
Demolish first level of the strut and cast ground level of slab 
 
Excavate to elevation of -86. m 
Cast floor slab (B2F) at elevation of -7.1 m 
Excavate to elevation of -11.8 m 
Cast floor slab (B3F) at elevation of -10.3 m 
Excavate to elevation of -15.2 m 
Cast floor slab (B4F) at elevation of -13.7 m 
 
Excavate to elevation of -17.3 m (center strip) 
Install H400 x 400 x 13 x 21 sections at second strut level 
(elevation of -16.5 m), preload = 1,177 kN per strut (center 
strip) 
Excavate to elevation of -17.3 m 
Install H400 x 400 x 13 x 21 sections at second strut level 
(elevation of -16.5 m), preload = 1,177 kN per strut (side strips) 
 
Excavate to elevation of -19.7 m 
Complete the superstructure 
 
Cast the foundation slab 
Cast floor slab( B5F) at elevation of -17.1 m 









Table 4.2. Excavation Sequence for the Taipei WTC Site (after MAA, 1993). 



































Excavation to -3.5 m 
1st Strut Level 
(elevation of -2 m), Pre-stressing = 160 kN/m 
Excavation to -6 m 
2nd Strut Level 
(elevation of -5 m), Pre-stressing = 231 kN/m 
Excavation with Berm to -9.5 m 
Excavation with Berm to -12.1 m 
Base Slab Construction 
Base Floor Construction 
Berm Removal 
3rd Strut Level Pre-stressing 










Table 4.3. Excavation Sequence for the Garage at Post Office Square Boston (after 
Whittle et al., 1993). 







































Construct diaphragm wall 
Excavate to elevation of +2.1 m with Berm 
Excavate to elevation of -1.2 m with Berm 
Install Roof Slab  
Excavate to elevation of -3.4 m with Berm 
Install the 1st Floor 
Excavate to elevation of -4.9 m with Berm 
Install the 2nd Floor 
Excavate to elevation of -8.5 m with Berm 
Install the 3th Floor 
Excavate to elevation of -12.2 m with Berm 
Install the 4th Floor 
Excavate to elevation of -14.6 m with Berm 
Install the 5th Floor 
Excavate to elevation of -16.8 m with Berm 
Install the 6th Floor 
Excavate to elevation of -18.3 m with Berm 

































































































































































































*UD - User-Defined 
*MC - Mohr-Coulomb 
 
 













































































































































Table 4.6. Parameter Values Used in FE Analysis of the Garage at Post Office Square 



































































































































































Table 4.7. Parameter Values Used in FE Analysis of Boston blue clay (after Jiang et al., 
2012). 
Constants  Anisotropic  
λ  0.184  
κ  0.034  
ν  0.227  
Mc, Me  1.39, 1.12  
Nc, Ne  0.95, 1.12  
w  16  
c  0.3  
s  3.0  





Table 4.8(a). Parameter Values for Diaphragm Wall for the TNEC Site (after Dang, 
2009). 































Table 4.8(b). Parameter Values for Slabs and Struts for the TNEC Site (after Dang, 2009). 



























Table 4.9(a). Parameter Values for Diaphragm Wall for the Taipei WTC Site  
 (after MAA, 1993). 































Table 4.9(b). Parameter Values for Slabs and Struts for the Taipei WTC Site  
 (after MAA, 1993). 
































Table 4.10(a). Parameter Values for Diaphragm Wall for the Garage at Post Office 
Square Boston Site (after Whittle et al., 1993). 































Table 4.10(b). Parameter Values for Slabs and Struts for the Garage at Post Office Square 
Boston Site (after Whittle et al., 1993). 












































































Figure 4.5(a). Lateral Deflections of the TNEC Site (after Ou et al., 1998).  
 





































Figure 4.8. Lateral Deflections of the Taipei WTC Site (a) Hsin-Yi Rd. (b) Keelung Rd. 




                    
 































Figure 4.9(b). Geometry and Instrumentation of the Garage at Post Office Square, Boston. 
Top: Inclinometer Location Plan, Bottom: Ground Surface Settlement Point Plan (after 









Figure 4.10. Soil Stratigraphy and Excavation Section of the Garage at Post Office 




Figure 4.11(a). Lateral Deflection (Stage 28) of the Garage at Post Office Square, Boston 
(after Whittle et al., 1993). 
 
Figure 4.11(b). Ground Surface Settlements (Stage 28) of the Garage at Post Office 























Figure 4.14. Mesh and Boundary Conditions of the Garage at Post Office Square Site, 






Figure 4.15(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress paths for the Data of Chin 
et al. (1989): K0 = 1.0. 
 
Figure 4.15(b). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the 






Figure 4.16(a). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress Paths for the Data of Liu 
(1999): Anisotropic Conditions. 
 
Figure 4.16(b). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the 







Figure 4.16(c). Simulated and Experimental Undrained Stress-Strain Behavior for the 






(a) (b)  
 
(c)  (d)  
 
 
Figure. 4.17. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil Deflections and 
Ground Surface Settlements (TNEC): Using the Advanced Bounding Surface Models. 
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(e)  (f)  
 




Figure 4.17 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil Deflections 





(i)  (j)  
 
(k)  (l)  
 
 
Figure. 4.17 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 








Figure. 4.17 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 











Figure 4.18. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Retaining Wall Bending 
Moments (TNEC): Using the Advanced Bounding Surface Models.  
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(a)  (b)  
 
(c)  (d)  
 
 
Figure. 4.19. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil Deflections and 
Ground Surface Settlements (TNEC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface 
and Sekiguchi-Ohta (SO) Models. 
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(e)  (f)  
 
(g)  (h)  
 
 
Figure. 4.19 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections and Ground Surface Settlements (TNEC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 
Bounding Surface and Sekiguchi-Ohta (SO) Models. 
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(i)  (j)  
 





Figure. 4.19 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections and Ground Surface Settlements (TNEC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 
Bounding Surface and Sekiguchi-Ohta (SO) Models. 
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(m)  (n)  
 
 
Figure. 4.19 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections and Ground Surface Settlements (TNEC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 









Figure 4.20. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Retaining Wall Bending 
Moments (TNEC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface and Sekiguchi-






Figure. 4.21. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 







Figure. 4.21. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 






Figure. 4. 21 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Suface Model: (e) Stage 9 and (f) 





Figure. 4.21(continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 









Figure. 4.22. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 





(d)   
 
Figure. 4.22 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Isotropic Bounding Suface Model: (c) Stage 5 and (d) 




 (e)  
(f)  
 
Figure. 4.22 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Isotropic Bounding Suface Model: (e) Stage 9 and (f) 






Figure. 4.22 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 








Figure. 4.23. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 
the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Suface Model with Associative Flow Rule: (a) Stage 







Figure. 4.23 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Suface Model with Associative 







Figure. 4.23 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Suface Model with Associative 






Figure. 4.23 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Suface Model with Associative 







Figure. 4.24. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 







Figure. 4.24 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 








Figure. 4.24 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 







Figure. 4.24 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 








Figure. 4.25. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 





 (d)  
 
Figure. 4.25. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 







Figure. 4.25 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 





Figure. 4.25 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 




(a)  (b)  
(c)  (d)  
 
 











(a)  (b)  
 
(c)  (d)  
 
 
Figure. 4.27. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil Deflections and 




(f)  (g)  
 
Figure. 4.27 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 





(i)  (j)  
 
Figure. 4.27 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 







Figure. 4.27 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 




(m)   (n)  
 
 
Figure. 4.27 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 




(a) (b)  
 (c) (d)  
 
 
Figure. 4.28. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil Deflections 2 m 
Behind the South Wall (WTC): Using the Advanced Bounding Surface Models. 
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(e) (f)  
(g) (h)  
 
 
Figure. 4.28 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 







Figure. 4.28 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 





(a)  (b)  
 
(c)  (d)  
 
 
Figure. 4.29. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil Deflections and 
Ground Surface Settlements (WTC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface 




(f)  (g)  
 
 
Figure. 4.29 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections and Ground Surface Settlements (WTC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 




(i)  (j)  
 
 
Figure. 4.29 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections and Ground Surface Settlements (WTC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 







Figure. 4.29 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections and Ground Surface Settlements (WTC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 
Bounding Surface and Sekiguchi-Ohta (SO) Models. 
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(m)   (n)  
 
 
Figure. 4.29 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections and Ground Surface Settlements (WTC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 




(a) (b)  
(c) (d)  
 
 
Figure. 4.30. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil Deflections 2 m 
Behind the South Wall (WTC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic bounding Surface and 
Sekiguchi-Ohta (SO) Models. 
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(e) (f)  
(g) (h)  
 
 
Figure. 4.30 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections 2 m Behind the South Wall (WTC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 






Figure. 4.30 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections 2 m Behind the South Wall (WTC): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 







Figure. 4.31. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 





Figure. 4.31 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model: (c) Stage 4 and 





Figure. 4.31 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model: (e) Stage 6 and 





Figure. 4.31 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model: (g) Stage 10 and 





Figure. 4.31 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 









Figure. 4.32. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 






Figure. 4.32. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 






Figure. 4.32 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Isotropic Bounding Surface Model: (e) Stage 5 and (f) 






Figure. 4.32 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Isotropic Bounding Surface Model: (g) Stage 10 and (h) 





Figure. 4.32 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 








Figure. 4.33. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 
the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model With Associative Flow Rule: (a) 






Figure. 4.33 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model With 
Associative Flow Rule: (c) Stage 4 and (d) Stage 5 (WTC). 
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 (e)  
(f)  
 
Figure. 4.33 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model With Associative Flow 






Figure. 4.33 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model With Associative Flow 





Figure. 4.33 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model With Associative Flow 







Figure. 4.34. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 






Figure. 4.34 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 




 (e)  
(f)  
 
Figure. 4.34 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 







Figure. 4.34 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 






Figure. 4.34 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 







Figure. 4.35. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 






Figure. 4.35 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 




 (e)  
(f)  
 
Figure. 4.35 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 






Figure. 4.35 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 






Figure. 4.35 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Sekiguchi-Ohta (SO) Model: (i) Stage 12 (WTC).
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(a) (b)  
(c) (d)  
 
Figure. 4.37. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil Deflections and 
Ground Surface Settlements (Garage at Post Office Square Boston): Using the Advanced 
Bounding Surface Models. 
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(e) (f)  
 
 
Figure. 4.37 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections and Ground Surface Settlements (Garage at Post Office Square Boston): 




(a) (b)  
(c)  
 
Figure. 4.38. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Piezometric Level at 14 m Behind 




(a) (b)  
 
 
Figure. 4.39. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Piezometric Level at 46 m Behind 





(a) (b)  
(c) (d)  
 
Figure. 4.40. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil Deflections and 
Ground Surface Settlements (Garage at Post Office Square Boston): Using the Enhanced 
Anisotropic Bounding Surface, Sekiguchi-Ohta (SO) and MIT-E3 Models. 
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(e)  (f)  
 
 
Figure. 4.40 (continued). Comparison of Simulated and Measured Lateral Soil 
Deflections and Ground Surface Settlements (Garage at Post Office Square Boston): 





(a)  (b)  
(c)  
 
Figure. 4.41. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Piezometric Level at 14 m Behind 
the Wall (Garage at Post Office Square Boston): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 
Bounding Surface, Sekiguchi-Ohta (SO) and MIT-E3 Models. 
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(a)  (b)  
 
 
Figure. 4.42. Comparison of Simulated and Measured Piezometric Level at 46 m Behind 
the Wall (Garage at Post Office Square Boston): Using the Enhanced Anisotropic 









Figure. 4.43. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 
the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model: (a) Stage 10 and (b) Stage 19 






Figure. 4.43 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model: (c) Stage 28 








Figure. 4.44. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 
the Enhanced Isotropic Bounding Surface Model: (a) Stage 10 and (b) Stage 19 (Garage 






Figure. 4.44 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Isotropic Bounding Surface Model: (c) Stage 28 








Figure. 4.45. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 
the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model With Associative Flow Rule: (a) 






Figure. 4.45 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model With 







Figure. 4.46. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 
the Isotropic Bounding Surface Model: (a) Stage 10 and (b) Stage 19 (Garage at Post 






Figure. 4.46 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distributions Using the Isotropic Bounding Surface Model: (c) Stage 28 (Garage at Post 







Figure. 4.47. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distributions Using 







Figure. 4.47 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
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Figure 4.48 (continued). Summary of Simulated Strut Force Development (Garage at 




APPLICATION OF BOUNDING SURFACE MODELS TO ANALYZE 
EXCAVATION FAILURE SITES 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 As presented in Chapter 4, the application of the enhanced anisotropic bounding 
surface model with non-associative and associative flow rules (Jiang and Ling, 2010; 
Jiang et al., 2002) in investigating the response of several deep excavation sites has been 
demonstrated with success. The capabilities and limitations of the model have also been 
evaluated through comparisons with other models and with field measurements. The 
difference in results between the non-associative and associative versions of the enhanced 
anisotropic model, in normal excavation analyses, was found to be small in terms of 
lateral ground deflections, surface settlements, and retaining wall bending moments. 
 For the view point of associative versus non-associative, as well as to substantiate 
the application of the enhanced bounding surface models, excavation failure sites are next 
investigated. Specifically, this chapter illustrates the application of the enhanced 
bounding surface models in finite element simulation of ground response associated with 
two failure excavation sites. The two failure sites, located in Taipei, where extensive 
deposits of Taipei silty clay are found, were selected to further access the predictive 
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capabilities of the models. Case histories and excavation activities were briefly reviewed 
prior to the finite element excavation analysis. Note that predicaments were encountered 
in collecting readily available information on these sites given that they were considered 
as failure cases. In general, failure of an excavation should be fully investigated to 
provide significant lessons concerning future improvements in designs; however, the 
observational data were mostly not well-documented or hidden possibly due to many 
factors, such as damage of instruments, potential litigation, etc. In addition, a collapse 
usually did not come with any warning, and it happened very suddenly. Accordingly, it 
was always difficult to record each incidence with comprehensive details. Also note that 
even if the failure sites were previously investigated, a more comprehensive investigation 
should be conducted (if applicable) since it would always be essential to prevent future 
failure. 
 For the purpose of assessing the difference between the associative and non-
associative versions of the enhanced bounding surface model, the regulations and laws 
were revealed for idealized simulations for the excavation sites involved with collapse. 
Note that the laws and regulations of excavation in Taiwan could be obtained from the 
Construction and Planning Agency of the Ministry of the Interior (CPAMI), Public 




 Despite a lack of observational data (e.g., from fatal incident reports, file records, 
and news supplied by utility undertakers), a set of comprehensive results between the 
different versions of the enhanced bounding surface model were, nonetheless, compared. 
 
5.2 PROCEDURES FOR SIMULATION AND DEEP EXCAVATION SITES 
 In order to provide a comparison between the results of different versions of the 
enhanced bounding surface model, the failure sites are documented in this section.  
 Additionally, prior to the finite element excavation analysis involving collapse, a 
comparison of failure on deep excavation using associative and non-associative models 
has been made with a simple limit equilibrium analysis so as to demonstrate that PLAXIS 
is capable of handling a collapse analysis (see Appendix A). 
 
5.2.1 DEEP EXCAVATION SITES INVOLVING COLLAPSE 
 This study involves two documented deep excavation sites that collapsed: the 
Taipei Shilin Li-Ba Bailaohui (Site 1) and the Beitou Shihpai Zi-Qiang Street (Site 2). 






SHILIN LI-BA BAILAOHUI (SITE 1) 
 Site 1 was located in the Shilin District, Taipei City, Taiwan. The excavation site 
was approximately rectangular-shaped with a width of 26 m and length of 100 m, and 
was bounded by the intersection of Jihe and Section 4 of Chengde roads. Figure 5.1 
shows an averaged profile of the subsurface stratigraphy of Site 1. The soil geology 
around the site was known as TK3 (see Figure 5.2), which shared the characteristics of a 
land reclaimed from the sea. The soil layers included a fill layer at the top, sand deposits, 
and a thick Taipei clay deposit. The final depth of excavation was 13.45 m below the 
ground surface. 
 On September 26, 1993, 2.5 hours after completion of the construction activity, 
the site suddenly collapsed. The major soil movement lasted for two minutes and affected 
an area having a width and length of 40 m and 132 m, respectively. The main evidence of 
collapse was the excessive ground deformations and failure of the supporting system. 
Figure 5.3 shows the scene of the collapse. 
 Due to the lack of laboratory test data for the soils at this site, the soil properties 
of Taipei City Cheng-De Park were carefully assumed. The assumptions were based on 
the Central Geological Survey, MOEA (Taiwan). Although Taipei City Cheng-De Park 





BEITOU SHIPAI ZI-QIANG STREET (SITE 2) 
 Site 2 was located in the Beitou district, Taipei City, Taiwan. The excavation site 
was approximately rectangular with a width and length of 12.3 m and 45 m, respectively, 
and was bounded by the intersection of Section 1 of Shipai and Section 2 of Zhiyuan 1st 
roads. Figure 5.4 shows an averaged profile of subsurface stratigraphy for Site 2. Similar 
to Site 1, the soil geology around the site was also TK3 (Figure 5.2). The soil layers at the 
site included a fill layer at the top, sand deposits, and a thick Taipei clay deposit. The 
natural water content of the Taipei clay deposit at Site 2 was relatively high (38% to 
44.1%). The final depth of excavation was 9.3 m below the ground surface. 
 In the early morning of February 28, 1993, one day after the final depth of 
excavation has been achieved, the site collapsed. Excessive ground deformations, 
especially settlements behind the retaining wall, were recorded. The ground deformations 
around the site damaged the adjacent building (a four-story residence), streets, and 
utilities. Figure 5.5 shows the scene with the tilted building. 
 Given the difficulties in obtaining the laboratory test results for the site, the soil 
properties from the Taipei City Shipai Junior High School, which best represented the 
soil properties at the site, were assumed. This careful assumption was again based on the 
Central Geological Survey, MOEA, in Taiwan. The Taipei City Shipai Junior High 
School was 500 m away from Site 2, and shared similar soil stratigraphy to the Beitou 




5.2.2 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF FAILURE SITES 
 Chapter 4 described in detail the finite element modeling of deep excavation using 
PLAXIS. The documented site activities during construction are listed in Tables 5.1 and 
5.2. Since time frames were not available, they were estimated based on regulations and 
laws for conventional excavation according to the Construction and Planning Agency of 
the Ministry of the Interior (CPAMI), Public Construction Commission (PCC), and 
Taipei City Construction Management Office (TCCM). The parameter values for the 
soils are summarized in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 for Site 1 and Site 2, respectively. The model 
parameters for the enhanced bounding surface models are identical to those used in the 
model calibration and validation, as listed in Tables 3.11 for Taipei silty clay. The input 
parameters for the struts and diaphragm walls, described as linear elastic materials with 
one-dimensional line elements, are listed in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. 
 Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the finite element meshes and boundary conditions of 
the two sites. Six-node triangular elements were adopted as the basic type of element to 
model soil layers and other volume clusters. The overall meshes for the analysis consisted 
of approximately 700 elements, with about 4,800 nodal degrees of freedom. The 
diaphragm wall installation was assumed to have caused no disturbance to the 
surrounding soils. 
 The analytical results simulated by the associative and non-associative versions of 
enhanced bounding surface models, as well as those simulated by the isotropic version of 
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the enhanced bounding surface model, were compared and are presented in the 
subsequent sections. 
 
5.3 RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS 
 The comparisons of lateral ground deflections, ground surface settlements, wall 
bending moments, strain distributions, and strut forces are presented in this section.  
In the comparisons, the solid lines, dashed lines, and dotted lines represent the 
simulated results by the anisotropic non-associative, isotropic, and anisotropic-associative 
versions of the enhanced bounding surface model. 
 
SHILIN LI-BA BAILAOHUI (SITE 1) 
 The comparisons of lateral deflections obtained using different versions of the 
enhanced bounding surface model are shown in Figures 5.8 (a to j). The results indicated 
that there were slight differences in lateral deflection predicted using different versions of 
the enhanced bounding surface model, especially for the non-associative and associative 
versions. A somewhat more significant difference was observed in the comparison of 
ground surface settlements between each model. The mode of deformation between each 
model is, however, similar. 
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 Figures 5.9 (a to e) present the comparison of the lateral soil deflections, 10 m 
behind the wall, obtained using the different versions of the enhanced bounding surface 
model. Satisfactory agreement between each version of model was obtained, and the 
results were consistent with the previous comparison (as shown in Figures 5.10 (a to e)), 
with a slight difference between each model. Generally, the results simulated by the 
enhanced isotropic version of bounding surface model were more conservative than the 
associative and non-associative versions of the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface 
model. 
 The wall bending moments are presented in Figures 5.10 (a to e). In the 
comparisons, the open-discrete points represent the simulated results. The results of this 
comparison also indicated that the isotropic version of the bounding surface model 
generally gave a larger bending moment than the other enhanced versions of the model. It 
became evident that, in most instances, the isotropic version of the bounding surface 
model was more conservative as compared to the associative and non-associative 
versions of the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model. 
 The engineering shear strain distributions obtained using the different versions of 
the enhanced bounding surface models are presented in Figures 5.11 (a) to 5.13 (e). 
Throughout the excavation, the results indicated a systematic increase in the shear strains 
near the retaining wall as the excavation depth increased. The results also showed that the 
magnitude and the development of shear strains between the different versions of the 
enhanced bounding surface model were rather similar. 
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 Figures 5.14 (a to c) summarize the strut forces acting in each stage of excavation 
using the different versions of the enhanced bounding surface model. Only the simulated 
results are shown here due to the lack of field data. The supports were subject to 
compressive stresses. There was a decrease in the near-surface supporting force 
throughout the excavation. The highest supporting force was observed to be about 320.0 
kNm for the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model (stage 7). Similar trends of 
strut force development were observed for all models. 
 The results indicated that the difference between the associative and non-
associative versions of the enhanced bounding surface model was less than that of the 
difference between the anisotropic and isotropic versions of the enhanced bounding 
surface model. This could partially be attributed to the lack of adopting the stress 
anisotropy (Ling et al., 2002). 
 
BEITOU SHIPAI ZI-QIANG STREET (SITE 2) 
Figures 5.15 (a to h) show the comparisons of lateral deflection and ground 
surface settlement between simulated results using the different versions of the enhanced 
bounding surface model for the site of Beitou Shipai Zi-Qiang Street (Site 2). Figures 
5.16 (a to d) show the comparison of the lateral soil deflections, 10 m behind the wall. 
According to the results, similar trends of lateral deflection and settlement were obtained 
for each model. There was a slight difference between the associative and non-associative 
versions of the enhanced bounding surface model. A more significant difference was 
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observed for ground surface settlement between the anisotropic and isotropic versions of 
the enhanced bounding surface model. This could be accounted, in part, by adopting a 
non-associative flow rule that accounted for strain softening in clays than those of the 
isotropic version of the bounding surface model that employed an associative flow rule. 
The results showed that satisfactory agreements between the simulations using each 
model were obtained. Note that the major cause of collapse at this site appeared to be 
excess ground surface settlements behind the retaining wall (as shown in Figure 5.5). It 
could be seen that the ground settlements were reasonably simulated by the different 
versions of the enhanced bounding surface model, which may have implications for 
potential failure. 
 The wall bending moments are presented in Figures 5.17 (a to d). In the 
comparisons, the open-discrete points represent the simulated results. The results of this 
comparison indicated that the difference between each model was relatively small. In 
most instances, the results showed that satisfactory agreement between the simulations 
using each model were obtained, and the results also indicated that the differences 
between the non-associative and associative versions of the enhanced models were 
insignificant. 
 The engineering shear strain distributions obtained from the different versions of 
the enhanced bounding surface model are presented in Figures 5.18 (a) to 5.20 (d). 
Similar magnitudes of shear strains were observed for the different versions of the 
enhanced bounding surface model. There was an increase in the shear strains as the 
excavation depth increased, mainly near the retaining wall and beneath the most recent 
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excavation depth. This trend continued in the subsequent excavations. Satisfactory 
agreement between each version of the model was obtained. It was observed that the 
difference between the associative and non-associative versions of the enhanced 
bounding surface model was minor. In general, the results showed that the magnitude and 
the development of shear strains between the different versions of the enhanced bounding 
surface models were similar. 
 Figures 5.21 (a to c) summarize the strut force at each stage using the different 
versions of the enhanced bounding surface model. The supports were subject to 
compressive stresses. Similar trends of strut force development were observed for all 
models. There was an increase in the near-surface supporting force from the stage 3 to 4, 
and a subsequent decrease as the excavation continued. The highest supporting force was 
observed to be about 105.3 kNm for the case of the enhanced anisotropic bounding 
surface model (stages 4 and 5). Note that unlike the previous cases, the highest 
supporting force was not obtained at the final stage. This might as well have implications 
for potential failure before reaching the final stage. Satisfactory agreement between each 
model was obtained. Due to the lack of adequate observational data, only the simulated 
results were shown and compared here. 
 According to the simulated results, it was found that in the early stages, the 
ground movements, the magnitudes, and the development of shear strains between a 
successful and failure excavation sites were similar and consistent with each other. 
However, as the simulation continued to the final stage of excavation, a minor transition 
in the mode of lateral wall deflection and ground surface settlement could be observed (as 
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shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.15). These results might have implications for possible failure. 
The results indicate the potential of applying the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface 
model in analyzing excavation failure sites.  
 Furthermore, the insights obtained here bring to light the need for further finite 
element analyses of collapses and excessive ground movements associated with deep 
excavations. A certain degree of success in simulating deep excavation failure sites has 
been realized by applying the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model. This is 
important as a better understanding of the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model 
would allow a greater use of deep excavation analysis in practice, hopefully resulting in a 
more rational design. 
 
5.4 CONCLUSIONS 
 The results of simulations of two case histories involving collapse are presented in 
this chapter. Despite the fact that there were no actual field results available for 
comparisons, the discussions and comparisons between each model in terms of lateral 
deflection, ground surface settlement, retaining wall bending moments, strain 
distributions, and strut forces have provided insight into the failure. The current study has 
further investigated the performance of the associative and non-associative versions of 
the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model. A reasonable degree of success in the 
investigation of the enhanced bounding surface models was realized by these extensive 
finite element excavation analyses involving collapse. 
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 The results showed that satisfactory agreement between each version of the 
enhanced bounding surface model was typically obtained. It was observed that at times 
there was a difference in results obtained from the different versions of the enhanced 
bounding surface model. Nevertheless, the difference between the associative and non-
associative versions of the enhanced bounding surface model was small. This has 
illustrated that there could be very little effect in adopting a non-associative flow rule for 
the extensive finite element excavation analyses involving collapse. 
 The difference between the isotropic and anisotropic versions of the enhanced 
bounding surface model was much more significant than the difference between the 
associative and non-associative versions of the enhanced bounding surface model. This 
was partially attributed to the lack of the anisotropic hardening rule. Given that the 
behavior of Taipei silty clay was commonly sensitive to a certain degree of softening 
existing in the ground, it is preferable to adopt a non-associative flow rule. 
 In summary, the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model has shown its 
capability to simulate deep excavations, possibly leading to collapse. In addition to the 
fact that the results of this study have provided significant and encouraging insights into 
the initial application of the enhanced anisotropic bounding surface model to analyze 
excavation failure sites, sophisticated applications and modifications of the model should 
be made in the future in order to enable a more rational design. Although the importance 
of adopting a non-associative flow rule was found to be insignificant in the case of finite 
element analysis of deep excavation involved with collapse, it is expected that in general 
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Construct diaphragm wall 
Excavate to elevation of -1.8 m 
Install the 1st Strut  
Excavate to elevation of -4.35 m 
Install the 2nd Strut 
Install the 3rd Strut 
Excavate to elevation of -7.65 m 
Install the 4th Strut 
Excavate to elevation of -10.95 m 
Excavate to elevation of -13.45 m 
 
*Empirically Realistic Values - 
Reported Elsewhere (e.g. CPAMI, PCC, and TCCM) 
 
 
























Construct diaphragm wall 
Excavate to elevation of -1.9 m 
Install the 1st Strut  
Excavate to elevation of -4.2 m 
Install the 2nd Strut 
Excavate to elevation of -6.5 m 
Install the 3nd Strut 







Table 5.3. Parameter Values Used in FE Analysis of the Shilin Li-Ba Bailauhui, Site 1 



















































































































































*UD - User-Defined 
*MC - Mohr-Coulomb 
 
 
Table 5.4. Parameter Values Used in FE Analysis of the Beitou Shipai Zi-Qiang Street, 











































































































Table 5.5(a). Parameter Values for Diaphragm Wall for the Shilin Li-Ba Bailauhui, Site 1 
(after Ou, 2006). 































Table 5.5(b). Parameter Values for Slabs and Struts for the Shilin Li-Ba Bailauhui, Site 1 
(after Ou, 2006). 


































Table 5.6(a). Parameter Values for Diaphragm Wall for the Beitou Shipai Zi-Qiang Street, 
Site 2 (after Ou, 2006). 































Table 5.6(b). Parameter Values for Slabs and Struts for the Beitou Shipai Zi-Qiang Street, 
Site 2 (after Ou, 2006). 










































































Figure 5.6. Mesh and Boundary Conditions of the Site 1 in PLAXIS.  
 
 
Figure 5.7. Mesh and Boundary Conditions of the Site 2 in PLAXIS. 
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 (a) (b)  
 (c) (d)  
 
 
Figure. 5.8. Comparison of Simulated Lateral Soil Deflections and Ground Surface 
Settlements (Site 1): Using the Enhanced Bounding Surface Models. 
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(e) (f)  
 (g) (h)  
 
 
Figure. 5.8 (continued). Comparison of Simulated Lateral Soil Deflections and Ground 
Surface Settlements (Site 1): Using the Enhanced Bounding Surface Models. 
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(i) (j)  
 
 
Figure. 5.8 (continued). Comparison of Simulated Lateral Soil Deflections and Ground 




(a) (b)  
(c) (d)  
 
 
Figure. 5.9. Comparison of Simulated Lateral Soil Deflections Oustside Excavation (Site 






Figure. 5.9 (continued). Comparison of Simulated Lateral Soil Deflections Oustside 
Excavation (Site 1): Using the Enhanced Bounding Surface Models. 
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(a) (b)  




Figure 5.10. Comparison of Retaining Wall Bending Moments Between the Enhanced 






Figure 5.10 (continued). Comparison of Retaining Wall Bending Moments Between the 








Figure 5.11. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distribution Using 






Figure 5.11 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distribution Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model: (c) Stage 5 and 






Figure 5.11 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 








Figure 5.12. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distribution Using 





Figure 5.12 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distribution Using the Enhanced Isotropic Bounding Surface Model: (c) Stage 5 and (d) 





Figure 5.12 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 





Figure 5.13. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distribution Using 
the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model (Associative): (a) Stage 3 and (b) 





Figure 5.13. (continued) Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distribution Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model (Associative): (c) 





Figure 5.13 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distribution Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model (Associative): (e) 









Figure 5.14. Summary of Strut Force Development (Site 1). 
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 (a) (b)  
(c) (d)  
 
 
Figure. 5.15. Comparison of Simulated Lateral Soil Deflections and Ground Surface 
Settlements (Site 2): Using the Enhanced Bounding Surface Models. 
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(e) (f)  
(g) (h)  
 
 
Figure. 5.15 (continued). Comparison of Simulated Lateral Soil Deflections and Ground 
Surface Settlements (Site 2): Using the Enhanced Bounding Surface Models. 
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(a) (b)  
(c) (d)  
 
 
Figure. 5.16. Comparison of Simulated Lateral Soil Deflections Oustside Excavation 
(Site 2): Using the Enhanced Bounding Surface Models. 
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(a) (b)  




Figure 5.17. Comparison of Retaining Wall Bending Moments Between the Enhanced 






Figure 5.18. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distribution Using 






Figure 5.18 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distribution Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model: (c) Stage 5 and 







Figure 5.19. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distribution Using 







Figure 5.19 (continued). Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distribution Using the Enhanced Isotropic Bounding Surface Model: (c) Stage 5 and (d) 







Figure 5.20. Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain Distribution Using 
the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model (Associative): (a) Stage 3 and (b) 






Figure 5.20. (continued) Finite Element Simulation of Engineering Shear Strain 
Distribution Using the Enhanced Anisotropic Bounding Surface Model (Associative): (c) 
Stage 5 and (d) Stage 6 (Site 2).  
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
6.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 The research presented in this dissertation can be summarized as follows:  
 a) The research has successfully integrated and implemented an enhanced non-
associative anisotropic elasto-plastic bounding surface model (Ling et al., 2002; Jiang et 
al., 2012) and the isotropic bounding surface model (Kaliakin and Dafalias, 1990) into a 
suite of software application for finite element analysis of soil excavations. The general 
framework, the formulations and required model parameters for both versions of the 
bounding surface model were briefly described. The proper implementation of the models 
into PLAXIS was validated against undrained isotropic and anisotropic triaxial test 
results under compression and extension shearing modes for various types of cohesive 
soils. The capabilities and limitations of the bounding surface models were then assessed. 
  b) The application of the enhanced anisotropic and isotropic versions of the 
bounding surface model in investigating deep excavation induced deformations of two 
excavation sites located in Taipei city and one in the Boston area were conducted. Prior 
to the applications, careful investigations and literature reviews on conventional, 
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analytical, and numerical aspects of deep excavations were conducted. In addition to the 
different versions of the bounding surface model, the Sekiguchi-Ohta model (Sekiguchi 
and Ohta, 1977; Iizuka and Ohta, 1987) was also incorporated to simulate the ground 
deformations. In this study, coupled stress-flow analyses were carried out for simulating 
deep excavations. 
 c) For the purpose of numerical simulations using the different versions of the 
bounding surface model and the Sekiguchi-Ohta model, the descriptions of several deep 
excavation sites were depicted. Subsequently, the finite element procedures used to 
perform numerical simulations of excavations in PLAXIS were also described. 
 d) From the view point of associative versus non-associative flow rules, as well as 
to substantiate the application of the enhanced bounding surface models, the analyses of 
two additional case histories involving collapse were conducted. Despite a lack of 
observational data, a set of comprehensive results between the different versions of the 
enhanced bounding surface model were compared. 
 
 The following conclusions were drawn from this study: 
 a) Based on the satisfactory agreement between simulations obtained using 
PLAXIS, CALBR8, and experimental results, it could be concluded that complex soil 
behavior can reasonably be simulated using the bounding surface models integrated in 
PLAXIS. However, it should be noted that the bounding surface models used in PLAXIS 
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might not exactly simulate the experiment results due to the different numerical schemes 
(i.e., CALBR8 does not involve the use of elements, while PLAXIS uses triangular 
elements). 
 b) While this study was considered as an initial application to employ the 
enhanced anisotropic and isotropic versions of the bounding surface model to deep 
excavation analyses, the simulated results showed significant and encouraging insights 
into the application of such models to analyze deep excavations. Notably, the results of 
the comparisons confirmed that the adoption of the bounding surface model can 
significantly improve finite element simulation capability in excavation. 
 c) Satisfactory agreements between the simulated results and field measurements 
were achieved for the Taipei TNEC and Boston Post Office Square sites, while a less 
satisfactory agreement was obtained for the Taipei WTC site that could partially be 
explained by uncertainties in the properties of the bottom clay layer, as well as possible 
instrumentation error. 
 d) This study revealed the better simulation capability of the enhanced anisotropic 
bounding surface model than some of the advanced isotropic bounding surface models. It 
was observed that the isotropic version of the bounding surface model tended to under-
estimate the deep excavation induced ground response as compared to the enhanced 
anisotropic version of the bounding surface model. The results also showed the 




 e) Similar accuracies (i.e., patterns of force developments, magnitudes of shear 
strains, trends of strut forces) were obtained for the results simulated by the enhanced 
anisotropic and isotropic versions of the bounding surface model. This was found to be 
reasonable because all these bounding surface models were based on the same framework 
of bounding surface plasticity and critical state theory. It was observed that the difference 
between the non-associative and associative versions of the enhanced anisotropic model 
in finite element excavation analyses was rather negligible. 
 f) While it was pointed out that the observational data for failure sites were mostly 
not well-documented or hidden possibly due to litigation, a set of comprehensive results 
from different versions of the enhanced bounding surface model was compared for the 
purpose of further exploring the enhanced bounding surface models. According to the 
comparisons, the importance of adopting a non-associative flow rule was found to be 
insignificant in the case of finite element deep excavation involved with collapse; 
however, it demonstrated a more realistic analysis. 
 
6.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
 Although the finite element excavation analyses presented herein have been kept 
relatively simple compared to the complex construction activities, this research has 
motivated further research, which includes the following: 
 a) The implemented models in PLAXIS can be further calibrated and validated on 
different types of natural clays as well as higher quality test data. 
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b) To improve the simulation, behavior of other soil layers should also be 
modeled using advanced models (e.g., Ling & Yang, 2006) instead of a simple Mohr-
Coulomb elastoplastic model. 
 c) The simplification of the geometry from a three-dimensional to a two-
dimensional configuration could have caused some limitations of the models in fully 
describing deep excavations. The application of the enhanced models in three-
dimensional finite element analysis of deep excavation should be further employed, thus 
leading to a more appropriate analysis. 
 d) To gain a better understanding and practical implications of the mechanism 
behind deep excavation, centrifuge modeling or case histories may be incorporated into 
current numerical analyses. 
 e) The enhanced models are being implemented into reliable finite element 
geotechnical software, PLAXIS. It is also recommended to implement the models in 
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EVALUATION OF THE CAPABILITIES IN FINITE ELEMENT 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
 
A. 1 ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS (POULOS 
AND DAVIS, 1974) 
 As part of evaluating the capability of the PLAXIS in solving finite element 
boundary value problems, this section presents a comparison between the analytical 
solutions (Poulos and Davis, 1974) and simulated numerical results using PLAXIS under 
two-dimensional stress conditions. 
 After thorough surveys, a simple strip footing resting on an elastic, semi-infinite 
domain was chosen as the example for comparing numerical results against the analytical 
solutions (see Table A.1). The schematic of the mechanism mentioned above is shown in 
Figure A.1. The analytical solutions were plotted consequently for later comparison with 
the numerical results simulated. 
 In the comparisons, the open-discrete symbols depict the numerical results 
simulated by PLAXIS, while lines represent the analytical solutions. Figures A.2 to A.4 
show the comparison between simulated numerical results and analytical solutions for 
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vertical stress, horizontal stress, and shear stress. The satisfactory agreement between 
numerical results and the analytical solutions was verified through the comparisons. 
 
A. 2 FINITE ELEMENT COLLAPSE ANALYSIS 
 Experience has shown that simple limit equilibrium analysis can be a powerful 
method with sufficient accuracy for solving various soil stability problems (as described 
in Chapter 2). Before assessing the application of the advanced bounding surface model 
in investigating the responses of deep excavation failure sites, a comparison of collapse 
analysis with the method of limit equilibrium analysis is presented in this section.  
 Appropriate site activities, material properties for soils, and input parameters for 
the diaphragm wall were used with the goal of properly presenting the comparison of 
collapse, and are listed in Tables A.1 to A.3, respectively. The simulation used a plane 
strain condition that consisted of one-half of entire excavation with a diaphragm wall of 
90 cm thick and 30 m deep. The same boundary conditions as described in Section 4.2.2 
were used. The element meshes and boundary condition of such site is presented in 
Figure A.5. The behavior of soil materials was characterized by an elasto-plastic model 
using a Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion. Note that the classical associated plasticity of the 
Mohr-Coulomb model could be assumed by defining the same value for both the angle of 
internal friction and the dilatancy angle. 
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 The comparison of model simulations, at the stages prior to collapse of soil body, 
using the associative and non-associative versions of the Mohr-Coulomb models are 
shown in Figures A.6 (a to d). The results of this comparison showed that the difference 
in results between the non-associative and associative versions of the Mohr-Coulomb 
models were small at stage 2. However, the difference between the two versions of the 
Mohr-Coulomb model became significant at the stage prior to failure. This observation 
was expected as the effect of associative versus non-associative generally tends to 
become much significant when the excavation was made deeper until it almost collapse. 
It was observed that the associative version of Mohr-Coulomb model was more 
conservative when compared to the non-associative version of Mohr-Coulomb model. 
Note that a collapsed condition was interpreted here as the analysis was unavailable to 
reach the final designated stage due to collapse of soil body (i.e., collapse of finite 
elements and meshes) or further convergence became impossible, etc. Also note that the 
ground movements computed at the stage prior to failure were apparently too much for 
the system to handle, thus this was not a stable condition (namely the stage prior to 
failure). 
 Importantly, since the simulation was able to achieve a collapsed condition, it 
became evident that PLAXIS could handle the collapse analysis. Further note that limit 
equilibrium analysis has neglected the stress-strain relationship of the soils, the results 
obtained from the limit equilibrium analysis only presents an idealized guess of the true 
collapse, and was simply shown here to illustrate the capabilities of PLAXIS for collapse 
analysis. Note that despite a lack of observational data and the fact that difficulties in 
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achieving realistic collapse condition can be influenced by many factors, the simpler 
approach used here is considered effective for the purpose of demonstrating that PLAXIS 
is capable of handling the collapse analysis. 
 
A. 3 COUPLED AND UNDRAINED ANALYSES 
 It was reported elsewhere that drainage of pore water was not a significant factor 
affecting soil movements within a regulated and usual time frame of an excavation (see 
Chapter 4). A comparison between coupled and undrained analyses is presented in this 
section. Note that the current section has shared the view point of further investigation 
into the evaluation of the capabilities in finite element boundary value problems, and has 
kept the application straightforward. 
In order to conduct the comparisons with the goal of properly presenting the 
comparison of coupled stress-flow and undrained analyses in PLAXIS, appropriate site 
activities, material properties for soils, and input parameters for the diaphragm wall were 
used, and are as shown in Tables A.1 to A.3, respectively. Similarly, the finite element 
simulations herein followed the procedure as described in Section A.2, except that the 
soils were characterized by an undrained type of material for conducting the undrained 
results. 
Figure A.5 shows the element meshes and boundary condition of such site. 
Figures A.7 (a to d) show the comparison of model simulations, at the stages prior to 
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collapse, using the coupled and undrained analyses. There was good agreement in the 
results obtained with the different analyses. The results showed that the trends and mode 
of ground movements between the two analyses were very similar to each other within 
the given condition. It was confirmed that drainage of pore water would not be a 
significant factor affecting soil movements within a regulated and usual time frame of an 
excavation. However, a more significant difference in lateral deflection between the two 
analyses was found to be at the stage right before reaching failure. 
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Excavate to elevation of -4.0 m 
Excavate to elevation of -15.0 m 
Excavate to elevation of -20.0 m 
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Table A.4. Parameter Values of Diaphragm Wall for the Evaluation Investigation. 




































Figure A.1. A Schematic for a Simple Strip Footing Resting on an Elastic, Semi-infinite 







Figure A.2. Comparison of Analytical Solutions and Numerical Results in Vertical Stress 








Figure A.3. Comparison of Analytical Solutions and Numerical Results in Horizontal 









Figure A.4. Comparison of Analytical Solutions and Numerical Results in Shear Stress 







Figure A.5. Mesh and Boundary Conditions for the Evaluation. 
 (a) (b)  
Figure A.6. Comparison of Simulated Lateral Wall Deflections and Ground Surface 




(c) (d)  
Figure A.6 (continued). Comparison of Simulated Lateral Wall Deflections and Ground 
Surface Settlements (Stage Prior to Failure, Stage 3): Using the Non-associative and 
Associative Versions of Mohr-Coulomb Model. 
(a) (b)  
Figure A.7. Comparison of Simulated Lateral Wall Deflections and Ground Surface 




(c) (d)  
Figure A.7 (continued). Comparison of Simulated Lateral Wall Deflections and Ground 
Surface Settlements (Stage Prior to Failure, Stage 3): Using the Coupled and Undrained 
Analyses of Mohr-Coulomb Model. 
 
